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ABSTRACT

Silicon carbide (SiC) is one of the key materials for high power opto-electronic
devices due to its superior material properties over conventional semiconductors (e.g., Si,
Ge, GaAs, etc). SiC is also very stable and a highly suitable material for radiation
detection at room temperature and above. The availability of detector grade single
crystalline bulk SiC is limited by the existing crystal growth techniques which introduce
extended and microscopic crystallographic defects during the growth process. Recently,
SiC based high-resolution semiconductor detectors for ionizing radiation have attracted
world-wide attention due to the availability of high resistive, highly crystalline epitaxial
layers with very low micropipe defect content (< 1 cm-2). SiC Schottky barrier radiation
detectors on epitaxial layers can be operated with a high signal-to-noise ratio even above
room temperature due to its wide band-gap. However, significant amount of intrinsic
defects and impurities still exist in the grown SiC epilayer which may act as traps or
recombination/generation centers and can lead to increased leakage current, poor carrier
lifetime, and reduced carrier mobility. Unfortunately, the nature of these electrically
active deep levels and their behavior are not well understood. Therefore, it is extremely
important to identify these electrically active defects present in the grown epitaxial layers
and to understand how they affect the detector performance in terms of leakage current
and energy resolution.
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In this work, Schottky barrier radiation detectors were fabricated on high quality
n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers. The epitaxial layers were grown on nitrogen doped n-type
4H-SiC (0001) substrates by a hot wall chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. The
epitaxial growth was carried out with 8o off-cut towards the [112̅0] direction. The
Schottky barriers were formed on the epitaxial layers (Si-face) by depositing thin (~10
nm) circular Ni contact (area ~10 mm2) which acts as the detector window. The thickness
of the detector window was decided such that there was minimal alpha energy attenuation
while maintaining a reliable electrical contact. For the back contact, ~100 nm thick
square (~40 mm2) Ni contact was deposited on the C-face of the 4H-SiC substrate.

The junction properties of the fabricated Schottky barrier radiation detectors were
characterized

through

current-voltage

(I-V)

and

capacitance-voltage

(C-V)

measurements. From the fabricated devices, those with high barrier height (~ 1.6 eV) and
extremely low leakage current (few pA at a reverse bias of ~ -100 V) were selected for
alpha spectroscopic measurements. Alpha pulse-height spectra was obtained from the
charge pulses produced by the detector irradiated with a standard 0.1 µCi

241

Am source.

The charge transport and collection efficiency results, obtained from the alpha particle
pulse-height spectroscopy, were interpreted using a drift-diffusion charge transport
model. The detector performances were evaluated in terms of the energy resolution. From
alpha spectroscopy measurements the FWHM (full width at half maxima) of the
fabricated Schottky barrier detectors were in the range of 0.29% - 1.8% for the main
alpha peak of

241

Am (5.486 MeV).
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Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) studies were conducted in the
temperature range of 80 K - 800 K to identify and characterize the electrically active
defects present in the epitaxial layers. Deep level defect parameters (i.e. activation
energy, capture cross-section, and density) were calculated from the Arrhenius plots
which were obtained from the DLTS spectra at different rate windows. The observed
defects in various epitaxial layers were identified and compared with the literature. In the
50 µm epitaxial layer, a new defect level located at Ec - 2.4 eV was observed for the first
time. The differences in the performance of different detectors were correlated on the
basis of the barrier properties and the deep level defect types, concentrations, and capture
cross-sections. It was found that detectors, fabricated on similar wafers, can perform in a
substantially different manner depending on the defect types. For 20 µm epitaxial layer
Schottky barrier radiation detectors, deep levels Z1/2 (located at ~ Ec - 0.6 eV) and EH6/7
(located at ~ Ec - 1.6 eV) are related to carbon vacancies and their complexes which
mostly affect the detector resolution. For 50 µm epitaxial layer Schottky barrier radiation
detectors, Z1/2, EH5, and the newly identified defect located at Ec - 2.4 eV mostly affect
the detector resolution.

The annealing behavior of deep level defects was thoroughly investigated by
systematic C-DLTS measurements before and after isochronal annealing in the
temperature range of 100 ˚C - 800 ˚C. Defect parameters were calculated after each
isochronal annealing. Capture cross-sections and densities for all the defects were
investigated to analyze the impact of annealing. The capture cross-sections of the defects
Ti (c) (located at Ec ˗ 0.17 eV) and EH5 (located at Ec ˗ 1.03 eV) were observed to

viii

decrease with annealing temperature while the densities did not change significantly.
Deep level defects Z1/2 and EH6/7 were found to be stable up to the annealing temperature
of 800 ˚C.
.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1

DISSERTATION INTRODUCTION

The perfect crystal, described in any introductory solid state book, is rare to find
in nature. Many things, such as impurities, vacancies, broken bonds, lattice strain and
stress, are responsible for imperfections in the crystal. Imperfect crystals are due to the
introduction of impurities which are desirable in a vast area of solid state application.
Hence, adding impurities in a controlled way (doping) is very important for successful
device fabrication. However, in many cases the presence of impurities and other
imperfections affect the semiconductor properties in an undesired way which is
detrimental for the device performance. Therefore, the nature of the defects and their
impact on carrier transport are crucial for device fabrication.

Imperfection in crystal structure arises mainly due to the structural defects,
impurities, and vacancies. Structural defects are created due to lattice strain during
material growth and processing which gives rise to stacking faults and dislocations.
Impurities, either intentionally or inadvertently introduced, disturb the lattice periodicity
by substituting native crystal atoms or forming complexes [1]. Vacancies, i.e. missing
atoms from their regular atomic site, are formed during solidification of the crystal which
disturbs the periodic structure of the crystal. The impurity and vacancy induced defects
1

are known as point defects which create localized energy levels in the energy band-gap.
Semiconductor electrical and optical properties strongly depend upon these defects’
energy levels, their concentration, and nature.

On the basis of energy level location in the band-gap, the defects are classified as
shallow and deep levels. Shallow levels are located near the band edges of the conduction
band or valence band of the semiconductor. Substitutional impurities mainly introduce
shallow levels and are used for doping to control the electrical conductivity, mobility, and
resistivity of the semiconductor. Deep levels located further away from the band edges
may originate from impurities, vacancies or structural defects. Their contribution to
conduction is negligibly small compared to shallow levels. However deep levels may act
as generation or recombination centers and can control the lifetime of the charge carriers.
Consequently, optical and electrical characteristics of semiconductor devices are greatly
influenced by electrically active deep level defects. It is proven that deep level defects
affect the detector performance [2], degrade solar cell performance and reduce heterojunction laser efficiency [3].

Both theoretical and experimental attempts have been made to characterize the
deep level defects of semiconductors. Many techniques have been employed to develop a
suitable theory for deep levels. In perturbative method the Hamiltonian and
corresponding Eigen value problem is solved by assuming a perturbative potential
introduced by the defect. By using this method, Jaros et al. calculated substitutional
oxygen impurity in GaP [4], and Baraff et al. depicted vacancy related defects in Si [5,
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6]. This approach suffers from convergence problems. In non-perturbative method, the
eigenvalue problem is solved by assigning a single potential function to a cluster of
atoms. Sulfur related defects in Si are calculated by this method which is in good
agreement with experimental results [7]. Calculation based on this method is flawed by
surface states and impurities in the crystal. Density Functional Theory (DFT) based ab
initio calculations are used in several approaches to calculate vacancies and antisite
related defects for wide band-gap materials [8]. Each theoretical method for deep level
defect calculation is based on its own specific assumption which usually makes the
method only suitable for a particular type of impurity and semiconductor.

Experimental characterization of deep level defects, such as temperature
dependence of Hall effect, photoconductivity, electroluminescence etc, involve thermal
or optical excitation to fill the defect center and subsequent de-excitation. In 1966
Williams first conducted a junction based experiment to investigate the deep level
impurities located in the space charge region [9]. In junction based method, the
experimental measurement is done either by static or dynamic technique. In static
measurement, the current or capacitance is recorded as a function temperature such as
thermally stimulated current [10] and thermally stimulated capacitance [11]. On the other
hand, in dynamic technique, the capacitance or current transient is measured at different
temperatures during the defect relaxation to equilibrium after a perturbation. In Deep
Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) [12, 13, 14] the excitation is done by electrical
pulse, and in Photo Induced Current Transient Spectroscopy (PICTS) [15, 16], the
excitation is done by optical signal.

3

DLTS is considered one of the most powerful equipment used for semiconductor
defect characterization. DLTS is widely used to investigate deep level defects of different
material such as Si [17], GaAs [18], GaN [19, 20], NiSi2 precipitates in silicon [21],
CZTS [22] etc. Besides Schottky diodes DLTS measurements also have been done on
solar cells [23], high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) [24], quantum wells [25, 26]
etc. Presently, DLTS equipment is considered an essential tool in semiconductor
fabrication and processing technology due to its wide application, sensitivity to lower
defect concentration, and capability of determining most defect parameters.

1.2

DISSERTATION OVERVIEW

This work focuses on DLTS investigation of deep levels in the epitaxial layers of
4H-SiC wide band-gap materials and the correlation of defects with detectors fabricated
on 4H-SiC epitaxial layers.

Chapter 1 is an introductory chapter to describe the background, importance, and
organization of this work. The whole study related to this work is described in seven
chapters.

Chapter 2 is an introduction to SiC material properties, growth, and a brief
description of SiC based devices. Junction theory of metal-semiconductor Schottky
contact and Ohmic contact is also explained in this chapter.
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Chapter 3 is a description of SiC extended and point defects. This chapter also
discusses the etching studies to delineate different extended defects.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to detector fabrication based on the epitaxial layer of 4HSiC and in detailed characterization of the fabricated detectors. Current-Voltage (I-V) and
Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) measurement technique, Alpha spectroscopy measurement
technique, and the results obtained are discussed here.

Chapter 5 is an introduction to defect characterization by different techniques.
Basic principles of thermally stimulated current (TSC) and results obtained by TSC
measurements are described. The detailed background description of DLTS technique,
the experimental setup and results obtained in this work are explained in this chapter. The
experimental results are analyzed by comparing with previously reported data. The
correlation between deep level defects and detector performance are discussed in this
chapter.

Chapter 6 is dedicated to describing the annealing behavior of the deep levels in
4H-SiC epitaxial layers. Isochronal annealing impact on the defect parameters of each
individual defect is described in this chapter.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the research presented in this dissertation and
provides suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: SIC: PROPERTIES AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES

2.1

SIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Silicon carbide is an indirect wide band-gap semiconductor. SiC is thermally
stable up to about 2000 ˚C, even in oxidizing and aggressive environments. SiC is one of
the most intensively studied materials among all the other wide band-gap
semiconductors. The Swedish scientist Jons Jakob Berzelius first discovered silicon
carbide in 1824 [27]. Since then silicon carbide has been commercialized as an abrasive
due its extreme hardness (~ 9.5 in Mohs scale). Silicon carbide is also used for
fireproofing, high-temperature ceramics, and resistive heating elements. After discover of
its rectifying properties, silicon carbide crystal detectors were used in the early days of
radio communications. Around the 1940s, silicon carbide was abandoned as a
semiconductor material with the emergence of silicon based semiconductor technology.
In the late 1970s, silicon carbide was in focus as a suitable semiconductor material for
blue light emitting diode, but soon it was replaced by group III-nitride wide band-gap
direct semiconductor. The main bottle neck of spreading silicon carbide technology is
difficulty in producing good quality crystals. However, the availability of high quality
silicon carbide crystal with the advanced semiconductor technology and the necessity of
suitable high power electronic device materials prompted the commercialization of
silicon carbide devices in the beginning of the 21st century.
6

Silicon carbide crystal lattice is structured from closely packed silicon-carbon
bilayers (also called Si-C double layers). Si-C bilayer can be viewed as a planar sheet of
silicon atoms coupled with a planar sheet of carbon atoms. Due to the sequential variation
of these stacked bilayers silicon carbide has many crystal structures. This property is
known as polytypism. Polytypes represent different staking sequences of atomic planes in
one certain direction. The staking sequence causes hexagonal and cubic lattice sites in the
crystal structure. The different layers are usually designated by the letter A, B, and C. To
specify the cubic, hexagonal and rhombohedral symmetry of the crystal lattice the letters
C, H and R are used, respectively [28]. The repetition number of bilayers in the stacking
sequence is expressed by an integer number. From the side view, the staking sequence of
SiC crystal shows a zig-zag pattern which terminates with a silicon face on a surface and
with carbon atoms on the opposing surface.

Different polytypes vary from each other only in the stacking sequence of double
layers of Si and C atoms. However, due to this difference in staking sequence, the optical
and electrical properties such as band-gap, saturated drift velocity, breakdown electric
field strength, and the impurity ionization energies vary significantly from polytype to
polytype [29, 30, 31]. Even for a given polytype, some electrical properties are shown
non-isotropic behavior and have strong dependency on the crystallographic direction.
Among all of the existing polytypes, the following are the most common:
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2H This is a wurtzite structure with the stacking sequence AB and has hexagonal
symmetry. Growth of this polytype is difficult and did not receive any attention.



3C Here the stacking repeats itself every three bilayers. This polytype is cubic
zinc blende structure with the stacking sequence ABC.



4H This polytype has wurtzite structure with the stacking sequence ABAC and
has hexagonal symmetry. It has 50% cubic and 50% hexagonal lattice sites and
most intensively studied poly-type for power electronic devices.



6H It has the stacking sequence ABCACB and contains 2/3 cubic and 1/3
hexagonal lattice sites. 6H polytype has more pronounced anisotropy compared to
4H silicon carbide.

Among different polytypes, 4H-SiC is usually preferred for electronic devices due
to its better charge transport properties [32, 33, 34]. However, any promising
semiconductor properties are usually evaluated against silicon due to its wide market
share in the solid state technology. The comparison of the properties of 4H-SiC with
other commonly used semiconductor is shown in Table 2.1 [35]. From the table, it is
apparent that 4H-SiC is superior to silicon for the device material where wide bandgap
energy, high breakdown electric field, high carrier saturation drift velocity, and high atom
displacement energy are expected.

2.2

SIC CRYSTAL GROWTH

The SiC based electronic and optoelectronic device performances highly depend upon the
improvement of bulk crystal and epitaxial growth technology. SiC does not show a liquid
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phase and the only way to grow, synthesize, and purify silicon carbide is by means of
gaseous phases. For the growth of electronic-grade silicon carbide the most common
techniques are:

Table 2.1. Comparisons of properties of selected important materials at 300 K [35]
Properties/Material
Bandgap (eV)
Relative dielectric
constant
Breakdown field
(MV cm-1)
Density ( g cm-3)
Atomic number Z
e-h creation energy (eV)
Saturation electron
velocity (×107 cm2 s-1 )
Electron mobility
(cm2 V-1 S-1)
Hole mobility
(cm2 V-1 S-1)
Threshold displacement
energy (eV)
Minimum ionizing
energy loss (MeV cm-1 )

D*
5.5

Si
1.12

Ge
0.67

GaAs
1.42

CdTe
1.49

4H-SiC
3.27

5.7

11.9

16

13.1

10

9.7

10

0.3

0.1

0.4

0.5

3.0

3.5
6
13

2.3
14
3.6

5.33
32
2.95

5.3
31-33
4.3

5.9
48-52
4.42

3.2
14-6
7.78

2.2

1.0

0.6

1.2

1.0

2

1800

1300

3900

8500

1100

800

1200

460

1900

400

100

115

40-50

13-20

16-20

8-20

6-8

22-35

4.7

2.7

6

5.6

4.4

D*-Diamond

Physical Vapor Transport (PVT): A solid source of silicon carbide is evaporated
at high temperatures and the vapors crystallize at a colder part of the reactor.

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD): Gas-phase silicon and carbon containing
precursors react in a reactor and silicon carbide is solidified on target.
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2.2.1

Bulk Growth

Bulk growth of SiC is the first step for any SiC application. During bulk growth
the target is to grow large single crystals in high quantities, and the emphasis placed on
achieving a high growth rate. Silicon carbide cannot be grown by seeded solidification
from melts because SiC sublimes before it melts. Therefore, the bulk growth is usually
done by a method based on physical vapor transport which is known as modified-Lely
method [36]. In the modified Lely method, either powder or polycrystalline source
materials are sublimed at ~ 2300 ˚C - 2500 ˚C in a closed crucible under low-pressure
inert gas ambient. The vapor from the sublimation mainly consists of Si, Si2C, and SiC2
from sublimation which migrates and deposits on a monocrystalline SiC seed kept at a
lower temperature. The crystal growth parameters such as growth rate uniformity, grown
stress in the material, crystalline quality, are dependent on the reactor design. Different
approaches have been offered to optimize the reactor design in order to have better
control of thermal gradients inside the growth chamber [37]. In every approach, the main
focus is always on increasing the diameter of the wafers while at the same time reducing
the density of extended material defects such as micropipes and dislocations. At present,
3-inchdiameter substrates are commercially available from multiple vendors [38].
Recently CREE Inc. has presented zero micropipe wafers [39]. In this method of crystal
growth, precise doping and uniformity cannot be controlled easily because the
evaporation and growth takes place in a closed environment. This fact discourages device
fabrication directly on the sublimation grown SiC wafers.
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2.2.2

Epitaxial Growth

SiC devices are hardly fabricated directly in sublimation-grown bulk wafers
because of low crystal quality. Higher crystalline quality SiC epitaxial layers are needed
for SiC electronic applications. The epilayers are more controllable and reproducible than
bulk SiC wafer. There are several growth techniques for SiC epitaxial layers including
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), sublimation epitaxy, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) is a technique where the growth of SiC takes place
from a supersaturated solution of Si and C at slightly above 1415ο C which is the melting
temperature of silicon. In LPE, it is difficult to control the surface morphology, doping
level, and conductivity type. This method suffers from low carbon solubility in a silicon
melt and is used for the healing of micropipe defects and to grow a buffer layer on
substrates [35, 40].

Sublimation epitaxy growth mechanism is similar to those for bulk sublimation
growth. However compared to bulk, the sublimation epitaxy is grown at lower
temperature (1800 ˚C – 2200 ˚C) with higher growth pressure (~ 1 atm) [41]. This
technique is suitable for thick epitaxial layers with high growth rate.
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In molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the growth rate is very low (order of
nanometers per hour) and the growth temperature is also quite low. This technique is
usually applied to grow a very thin epitaxial layer for surface science studies [35].

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is the most promising technique for growing
thick epitaxial layers of low and uniform doping concentration with good morphology. In
this process, silicon and carbon containing gases are transported to a chamber where
chemical reaction occurs and material is deposited on the SiC substrate surface. In a
typical SiC-CVD epitaxial process, growth rates up to 50 µm h-1 can be achieved at
substrate temperatures of around ~1500 ˚C. In SiC-CVD process, horizontal hot-wall
reactor is used to reach higher growth temperature (up to 2000 ˚C) with more efficient
heating of the substrate [42]. In this technique, the precursor gases are utilize more
efficiently, and consequently, a growth rate up to 100 μm h-1 can be achieved.

2.3

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR CONTACT
2.3.1

Overview

Semiconductor junctions are the most important device in solid state technology.
Due to the interesting electrical or opto-electrical properties of the junction, numerous
opto-electronic devices can be made based on the semiconductor junction. The
semiconductor junction can be formed in the following ways:
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a. Junction formed from the joining of p-type and n-type of the same
semiconductor called as p-n homojunction.
b. Junctions made of two different semiconductors with different band-gap, such
as GaAs and AlGaAs. These can be p-n junctions or isotype heterojunctions
(n-n or p-p).
c. Junctions

created

between

metals

of

suitable

work

function

and

semiconductors of suitable electron affinity are known as Schottky barriers.
d. Junctions made of metals and semiconductors that form Ohmic contacts.

All p-n junction and Schottky barriers have rectifying characteristics. P-n
junctions are widely used in power electronic devices. Schottky diode is preferable for
fast response diode and photodetectors. For the defect characterization by DLTS
technique, both p-n junction and Schottky diode are suitable. In this study, Schottky
diode is used to investigate the defects in 4H-SiC epitaxial layer. The Schottky diodes are
fabricated on 4H-SiC epitaxial layer, and Ohmic contact is formed on the bulk side of
4H-SiC. Therefore, it is very important to understand the theoretical concepts behind the
formation of Schottky and Ohmic contact. For Schottky contacts, the thermionic emission
model was used in order to study the contact properties in SiC diodes in terms of the
barrier height and the ideality factor using current-voltage (I-V) measurements. For
further characterization of the Schottky contact, the calculation procedure of doping
concentration and built-in voltage using capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements are
described.
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2.3.2

Ohmic Contact

A metal-semiconductor junction is formed Ohmic contact when it does not show
any rectifying characteristics during I-V measurements. The contact simply behaves as a
resistor and the current-voltage across the resistance follow a linear relationship. A good
Ohmic contact would have negligible contact resistance, small voltage drop even at a
large current, and same voltage drop for both forward and reverse current.

Metal

n-type

Metal

(b)

qfs

qfm

EV

qχ

qχ

qfs

qfm

EC
EFs

(a)

p-type

EC

EFs
EV

Figure 2.1. Energy band diagram of metal-semiconductor Ohmic contact: (a) Metal and
n-type semiconductor; (b) Metal and p-type semiconductor.

The metal is characterized by the work function of the metal m (energy required
to remove an electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum level), and the semiconductor
is characterized by the work function of the semiconductor s (energy required to remove
an electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum level). The work function of metal and
semiconductor are measured with respect to the vacuum level (the energy of an electron
at rest outside the material). Figure 2.1 shows the thermal equilibrium energy band
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diagram of a metal-semiconductor Ohmic contact for n-type and p-type semiconductor.
For Ohmic contact formation the metal work function should be less than the n-type
semiconductor work function and greater than the p-type semiconductor work function.
In both cases the Fermi levels are aligned between the metal and the semiconductor. The
difference between metal Fermi levels and semiconductor Fermi level diminishes at the
moment of forming the junction by exchanging charges at the edges of the bands. The
energy band diagrams shows that there is no barrier blocks to halt the flow of electrons in
the case of metal n-type contact and holes in the case of metal p-type contact. Hence the
current can flow through the junction regardless of the polarity of the applied voltage.

The 4H-SiC material used for Schottky diode fabrication can be considered as
intrinsic with the energy band-gap of ~3.26 eV at 300K [43] and the work function was
calculated to be 4.73 eV using Equation 2.1

𝜙𝑠 = 𝜒 +

𝐸𝑔

2.1

2

where 𝜒 is the electron affinity (energy required to remove an electron from the
conduction band to the vacuum level), and 𝐸𝑔 is the band-gap. In order to form Ohmic
contact, deposited metal work function should be less than 4.73 eV.
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2.3.3

Schottky Contact Formation and Energy Band Diagram

A metal-semiconductor contact is called Schottky contact when it has a rectifying
effect providing current conduction at forward bias (metal to semiconductor) and
presenting a low saturation current at reverse bias (semiconductor to metal). Figure 2.2
shows the Schottky metal-semiconductor contact after thermal equilibrium. In the
Schottky model, the vacuum level is assumed to be continuous across the interface and
the metal work function and semiconductor electron affinity are assumed to be constant
throughout the material right to the interface. In both cases it can be observed that the
Fermi levels are aligned between the metal and the semiconductor.

p-type

Metal

n-type

qχ

EC
EFs

EC
EFs

qV0

W

EV

qfB

(b)

EV

qfs

qfm

qχ

(a)

qV0

qfB

qfs

qfm

EFm

Metal

W

Figure 2.2. Energy band diagram of metal-semiconductor Schottky contact; (a) Metal
and n-type semiconductor; (b) Metal and p-type semiconductor.

At the interface itself the vacuum level is same for the two sides such that there is
a barrier due to the difference between fm and . This difference, the ideal barrier of the
junction, fB, is given by the following equation 2.2
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𝑞ɸ𝐵 = 𝑞(ɸ𝑚 − 𝜒)

2.2

The rectifying effect of the Schottky contact is due to the formation of this barrier
height (qfB) at the junction. So it is important to note that the condition to form a
Schottky barrier for a n-type semiconductor is is fm > fs and for p-type semiconductor is
fm < fs For n-type semiconductor as the distance from the interface increases, the
conduction band bends to match with the bulk region value. This band bending builds an
electric field which sweeps free electrons from the vicinity of the contact interface and
creates fixed positive charge distribution due to ionized donors and thus forms a
depletion region (also known as space charge region). The bands become flat at the edge
of depletion region and the electric field falls to zero at the edge which persists
throughout the semiconductor. In the metal side a neutralizing negative charge is
accumulated at the contact. A Schottky junction is consists of a space charge region
(entirely depleted of mobile charge) and an electrically neutral bulk region where they are
separated by a sharp interface [44].

Electrons coming from the n-type semiconductor into the metal face a barrier
known as built-in voltage (Vbi) are obtained from fm-fs. The barrier faced by holes
moving from p-type semiconductor to metal is fs-fm. The depletion width for a Schottky
barrier on an n-type semiconductor can be obtained following expression [45],
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2×𝑉𝑏𝑖 ×𝜀×𝜀0

𝑊=√

𝑞×𝑁𝐷

2.3

where 𝜀 𝑖𝑠 the dielectric constant of the semiconductor material, 𝜀0 is the
permittivity of vacuum, 𝑞 is the electronic charge (1.6 × 10-19 C) and 𝑁𝐷 is the effective
doping concentration and Vbi is the built-in potential. For n-type semiconductor the builtin voltage Vbi is given by

𝑉𝑏𝑖 = ɸ𝐵 −

𝑘𝑇
𝑞

ln (

𝑁𝐶
𝑁𝐷

)

2.4

A forward bias opposes the built-in voltage and reduces the overall band bending
while a reverse bias does the opposite.

2.3.4

Carrier Transport Mechanism

The current transport in metal-semiconductor contacts is mainly due to majority
carriers. The various electrons transport mechanisms across a metal – semiconductor
junction under a forward bias are as follows [46]:
a. Electron thermionic emission over the top of the barrier (holes for p-type
material) in which electrons with energies greater than the barrier height can
pass across the junction
b. Quantum mechanical tunneling which is important for heavily doped
semiconductors where the depletion width is small.
c. Depletion width is small. Recombination in the space charge region
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d. Recombination in the neutral region.

Figure 2.3. Transport process in a forward biased Schottky barrier

The four different electron transport mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.3. Besides
this, edge leakage current may flow at the contact periphery due to high electric field.
There may also be current flow due to traps at the metal-semiconductor interface. The
inverse process happens under the reverse bias. In ideal cases, the current flows mainly
by the process (a). The other processes (b), (c), and (d) are responsible for the departures
from ideality. The electron emission over the barrier from semiconductor to metal is
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governed by two basic processes: (i) electrons transport from the bulk semiconductor and
across the depletion region by diffusion and drift in the barrier electric field and (ii) the
electron emission at metal-semiconductor interface which is determined by the rate of
transfer of electrons across the boundary. According to the diffusion theory of Schottky
[47], the first process is dominant one. According to Bethe thermionic–emission theory
[48], the second process, the actual transfer of electrons across the metal-semiconductor
interface, is a current limiting factor.

2.3.5

Current-Voltage (I-V) Analysis

Many semiconductor devices; such as p-n and Schottky junctions, solar cells,
photodiodes, MOSFET etc., electrical performances are evaluated through currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics. The performance level and degradation are highly
dependent upon the material, the operating current flowing through the device and series
resistances. The voltage dependent junction current in a Schottky contact can be
expressed as [46]:

𝛽𝑉

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠 (𝑒 𝑛 − 1)

2.5

where 𝐼𝑆 is the saturation current, V is the applied voltage, 𝑛 is the diode ideality
factor, 𝛽 = 𝑞/𝑘𝐵 𝑇, 𝑞 being the electronic charge (1.6 × 10-19 C), 𝑘𝐵 the Boltzmann
constant (8.62 × 10-5 eV/K), and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature (°K). The saturation
current is given by Equation 2.6
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𝐼𝑆 = 𝐴∗ 𝐴𝑇 2 (𝑒 −𝛽𝜑𝐵 )

2.6

where 𝐴 is the area of the diode, 𝜑𝐵 is the Schottky barrier height, and 𝐴∗ is the
effective Richardson constant which can be expressed as [49]

𝐴∗ = 4𝜋 2 𝑚∗ ⁄ℎ3 = 120 (𝑚∗ ⁄𝑚) 𝐴𝑐𝑚−2 𝐾 −2

2.7

where h is Planck constant, and m* is the electron effective mass .

Plot of log (I) vs. V will be a straight line if I0 and n are constant. The voltage
across the diode becomes Vd = V - IRs, where Rs is the series resistance of the diode and
V is the measured voltage across the entire diode including contact resistance as well as
other resistance components.
𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠 (𝑒

𝛽(𝑉−𝐼𝑅𝑠 )
𝑛

2.8

− 1)

By taking the logarithm the equation 2.6 can be written as
log(𝐼) =

𝛽𝑉
+ log(𝐼𝑆 )
𝑛

which is an equation of straight line where

2.9
𝛽
𝑛

is the slope and log(𝐼𝑆 ) is the

intercept as shown in Figure 2.4. The plot gives a straight line over the range where the
condition IRs<<V and kBT/q<<1 are satisfied. The plot deviates from straight line for
lower current due to the term -1 in the parenthesis of the equation and deviates from
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straight line for higher current due to series resistance. The slope and the intercept can be
easily calculated using a linear regression of log (I) vs V plot obtained from I-V
measurements. As the sample temperature is known, the ideality factor is obtained from
the measured slope according to the equation 2.10.
𝑛=

1
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ×1⁄𝛽

2.10

.

Figure 2.4. Linear fit of current-voltage (I-V) acquired data plotted in logarithmic scale

The reverse saturation current Is is obtained by extrapolation of the straight line
portion of the curve, and surface barrier height is calculated from the equation. The diode
ideality factor gives the uniformity of surface barrier height across the detector surface
[50]. An ideality factor greater than unity, indicates the presence of patches (i.e. presence
of generation-recombination centers) on the detector surface where the surface barrier
height is considerably lower than the rest of the surface [51].
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2.3.6

Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) Analysis

The voltage dependence of the capacitance (C-V) measurement relies on the fact
that the depletion region width of a semiconductor junction depends upon the applied
voltage. The effective doping concentration (ND) in the active region of a Schottky diode
or p-n junction can be obtained from the C-V measurement. The knowledge of effective
doping concentration allows the calculation of the depletion width under certain applied
bias (According to Equation 2.11) and also the determination of full depletion bias. In
order to calculate the doping concentration and the built-in voltage, analysis of the data
acquired from capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements is needed.

Figure 2.5. Capacitance-voltage data acquired using a Schottky diode.

Figure 2.5 shows a C-V measurement conducted on a Schottky device. The
capacitance can be seen decreasing with the increase in reverse bias because the
capacitance is inversely proportional to the depletion width as is shown in Equation 2.11
and the depletion width in a p-n junction or Schottky diode increases as reverse bias
increases. Mathematically, the capacitance of a Schottky diode can be expressed as [52],
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𝜀 × 𝜀0 × 𝐴
𝜀𝜀0 𝑁𝐷 1⁄2
𝐶=
= 𝐴[
]
𝑊
2(𝑉𝑏𝑖 + 𝑉)

2.11

where the symbols have their usual meaning.

The variation in capacitance as a function of reverse bias is given by

1
2𝑉𝑏𝑖
2𝑉
=
+
𝐶 2 𝐴2 𝑞𝜀𝜀0 𝑁𝐷 𝐴2 𝑞𝜀𝜀0 𝑁𝐷

2.12

which is a straight line equation in a 1/C2 vs. V plot. The doping concentration 𝑁𝐷
is calculated by the following equation:
𝑁𝐷 =

𝐴2 𝑞𝜀𝜀0

2
× 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒

2.13

The first term of Equation 2.12 allows calculation of the built-in voltage (Vbi)
using the intercept obtained from the linear fit. Figure 2.6 shows one such linear 1/C2 vs.
V plot obtained for a Schottky diode.
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Figure 2.6. 1/C2 vs. reverse bias plot with linear fitting. Variation of 1/C2 as a function of
reverse bias corresponding to the C-V plot shown in above . The straight line shows the
linear fit of the experimental data.

2.4

CONCLUSION

In this chapter material properties and the crystal structure of SiC are discussed.
The crystal growth process for both bulk and epitaxial layer are also described briefly.
The theoretical concepts of the device’s structure used in the experiments of this thesis
are explained here. For the detector fabrication, it is important to understand how to
obtain the desired type of metal-semiconductor contact, e.g. Ohmic or Schottky. For
Schottky contacts, the thermionic emission model is described in order to study the
contacts’ properties in SiC diodes in terms of the barrier height and the ideality factor
using current-voltage (I-V) measurements. For further characterization of the Schottky
contact, the calculation procedures for doping concentration and built-in voltage using
capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements are described.
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CHAPTER 3: DEFECTS IN SIC

3.1

OVERVIEW

Defects in semiconductors can be classified as: point defects and extended
defects. Point defects are localized in a lattice site, involving only a few nearest neighbors
and not extended to any spatial dimensions. Extended defects, such as, grain boundaries,
dislocations and/or stacking faults, are extended in all dimensions and will be discussed
in the next section. This chapter will discuss on the defects and their detrimental
properties.

3.2

POINT DEFECTS

Point defects exist in small concentrations in all semiconductor materials and
formed mainly due to vacancies, interstitials, and substitutions. Aggregation of few point
defects which generate a perturbation in a lattice site and its immediate vicinity, such as,
divacancies, vacancy–donor complexes, are also considered as point defects. Point
defects introduce electronic energy states within the semiconductor band-gap which can
act as, ‘traps’, ‘recombination centers’, or ‘generation centers’ and may modify the
semiconductor properties and device performances significantly. The point defects are
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desirable for some devices and introduced intentionally. As for example, in switching
devices, energy levels introduced by point defects can be used as recombination centers
which help to remove minority carriers quickly during turning off and enhance the
device’s switching speed thereby increasing efficiency [53, 54]. However for many cases
point defects are detrimental to the device performances. Energy states created by point
defects may act as a recombination centers for the generated electron-hole pairs and
degrade the performance of radiation detectors and photovoltaic solar cells. Point defects
and their characterization will be discussed in detail in chapter five of this dissertation.

3.3

MORPHOLOGICAL DEFECTS

Most SiC devices are fabricated is such a way that their electrically active regions
resides entirely within the epilayer grown on bulk crystal substrate. The electrical
characteristics of these devices critically depend on the quality and smoothness of the
semiconductor surface. So the defects contained in the epilayer are of great interest to any
opto-electrical devices. The defects in SiC epilayer that impact electrical device
performances are threading screw dislocation (TSD), threading edge dislocation (TED),
basal plane dislocation (BPD), small growth pits, triangular inclusions, carrots, and comet
tail defects [55, 56, 57]. Lot of defects originated in bulk cannot propagate to the
epilayer, so the epitaxial layer contains significantly fewer defects than bulk wafers.
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3.3.1

Threading Screw Dislocation (TSD) and Micropipes

Threading screw dislocation (TSD) can penetrate along the crystallographic c-axis
through the entire length of the crystal. Screw dislocations terminate only in the crystal
surface and are present in all wafers cut from the grown crystal. This screw dislocation
can propagate throughout the whole thickness of epitaxial layer grown by CVD
technique. Additional screw dislocation may also form during the epitaxial growth [58,
59]. Extended screw dislocation is usually measured by the length of the Burgers vector
(b). For pure screw dislocation the Burgers vector is parallel to the crystallographic c-axis
and the Burger vector length is related to the step height of the screw dislocation.

Screw dislocation with large Burger vector forms hollow cores and is widely
known as micropipes. Micropipes are hollow tubular defects penetrating the SiC single
crystals and their radius ranges from a few tens of nanometers to several tens of
micrometers. The performance of SiC based power devices and radiation detectors is
severely degraded by these micropipes [56, 60, 61]. Substrate micropipe defects with an
area of 1 mm2 or larger may cause pre-avalanche reverse-bias point failure in epitaxially
grown p-n junction devices. With the steady development of the material growth process,
the micorpipe densities have been reduced drastically (from 104 cm-2 to less than 1 cm-2)
and recently vendors have grown micropipe-free epitaxial layers [57].

The SiC screw dislocation with small Burgers vector forms close core and
sometimes termed as elementary screw dislocations which exist at densities on the order
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of thousands per cm2 in 4H- and 6H-SiC wafers and epilayers [62]. Close core
dislocation is not as detrimental as micropipes, however, experimentally it is proven that
theses defects have negative impact on device performances [63]. It is found that soft
breakdown (at voltage <250 V) in 4H-SiC p-n junction diodes may happen due to these
close core dislocation [64]. Wahab et al. showed that increasing density of close core
dislocations in the active region can cause the degradation of the breakdown voltages
[65].

3.3.2

Basal Plane Dislocation (BPD)

Basal plane dislocations (BPDs) probably have the highest density of all the
dislocations. BPDs form to relaxation of the thermal stress which mainly occurred during
cooling down from high growth temperature to room temperature. BPDs in p-n diodes
may dissociate into two Shockley partials and cause an increase of forward voltage drop
[66]. Basal plane tilt low angle grain boundaries due to the pile-up of BPDs [67].

3.3.3

Threading Edge Dislocation (TED)

Threading edge dislocation (TED) is an edge type dislocation which has Burgers
vectors perpendicular to along the c-axis of the crystal. TEDs are mostly inherited from
the substrate. Basal plane dislocations (BPDs) propagate from the off-axis 4H-SiC
substrate into the homoepitaxial layer and convert into threading edge dislocations in the
epitaxial layer. The conversion from BPDs to TEDs happens due to the image force in the
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epilayers. The converted dislocations are inclined from the c-axis toward the down-step
direction by about 15ο [68]. Ha et al. [69] suggest that TEDs may also form due to
prismatic plane slip.

3.3.4

Staking Faults

Staking faults (SFs) are kind of planar defects and exist mostly in the primary slip
plane {0001} of SiC. SFs occur due to the deviation of Si–C bilayers from the perfect
stacking sequence along the c-axis of the crystal. SFs reduce the barrier height and the
breakdown voltage of a Schottky diode. An electrostatic potential may appear in SiC p-in diodes due to the charge accumulation in the stacking faults and can increase the
forward voltage drop in the diode [68].

3.4

MORPHOLOGICAL DEFECTS DELINEATION BY ETCHING

Chemical etching of silicon carbide is the most versatile way to characterize
silicon carbide crystals and has been used effectively to evaluate the crystal qualities.
Most of the chemicals used in chemical etching process are used in molten state. Since
the sublimation temperature of SiC is 2830 ˚C, it is possible to etch SiC at temperature as
high as 1200 ˚C. Due to high amount of hazards involved in etching SiC at such high
temperature, a new method of etching SiC at low temperature is absolutely necessary.
Molten KOH etching is the widely used method of etching to investigate the growth
defects in SiC wafers. SiC etching by molten KOH is an isotropic etching which is a non30

directional etching with uniform etch rate in all directions of the wafers. So molten KOH
remove the SiC surface layers at the same etch rate in all directions irrespective of the
crystal orientation.

3.4.1

Experimental Procedure for SiC Etching

In our studies, etching studies have been conducted for bulk 4H-SiC crystals and
4H-SiC epitaxial layers. The epilayers were grown by chemical vapor deposition on ~
350 m 4H-SiC thick substrate. Both the bulk and the epitaxial layers were diced into
10×10 mm2 size. Before etching, the samples have been cleaned thoroughly by an
established procedure. This involved cleaning tri-chloro-ethylene (TCE) for 5 minutes
and cleaning in HF and acetone for 5 min successively. A nickel crucible, inert to molten
KOH, was used for holding the dry KOH pellets. A hot plate was used for heating the
nickel crucible containing the KOH pellets. The temperature of the crucible is monitored
by a thermocouple and the temperature was controlled with the help of a knob of the hot
plate. The temperature is gradually increased to 500 ˚C to melt the KOH pellets. The SiC
samples were immersed into the molten KOH with the help of a specially designed
sample holder. The sample holder is also made from a thick nickel sheet. Throughout the
etching period, KOH solution temperature is kept constant (~ 500 ˚C) by adjusting the
power knob of the hot plate. After 20 minutes of etching, the samples were taken out
from the solution and quickly washed by acidified water to neutralize the KOH. After
repeated cleaning by DI water, the samples were finally cleaned with acetone. The whole
etching experiment was carried out inside the chemical hood in the advanced
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microelectronic materials laboratory at USC. A very thin layer (~ 5 nm) of gold was
deposited on the etched surface of SiC samples for SEM studies.

3.4.2

Result of SEM Studies

Figure 3.1 shows the SEM image of a Si-face etched bulk SiC crystal. In the SEM
images observed pits with hexagonal shapes are correlated to three types of dislocations.
Hexagonal pits with a small black spot in the center are the closed-core screw
dislocations [70, 71, 72]. The larger hexagonal pits with a hollow core in the center are
considered as the open-core screw dislocations (micropipes) [73, 74]. Hexagonal pits
without any center spot are the treading edge dislocations [72, 73]. The hexagonal pits
images corresponding to the treading edge dislocations are less bright than those of open
core or close core dislocations. In the SEM image shown in Figure 3.1 (b), the basal
plane dislocations are appeared as sharp elongated lines which are formed by the
interconnection of a series of asymmetrical pits. Figure 3.2 shows the magnified images
of the following observed dislocations.

Figure 3.3 (a) shows the SEM images of etched SiC epitaxial layers. The
experimental set up and etching process was kept exactly the same for both bulk and
epitaxial layers. Figure 3.3 (b) shows the enlarged SEM images of closed core
dislocations and threading edge dislocations of the epitaxial layers. The densities of the
identified dislocations are much lower in the epitaxial layer compared to the bulk
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crystals. Micropipes and BPDs are not observed in the SEM images of the etched
epitaxial layers.

(a)

Closed Core Screw
Dislocation

Micropipes

Threading Edge
Dislocation

(b)

Basal Plane
Dislocation

Figure 3.1. SEM image of the molten KOH etched bulk SiC: (a) Region with TSDs and
TEDs; (b) Regions with BPDs and TEDs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Open Core Screw Dislocations
(Micropipes)
Closed Core Screw Dislocations

Threading Edge Dislocations

Figure 3.2. SEM images of the molten KOH etched bulk SiC: (a) Region with TSDs and
TEDs; (b) Enlarge images of micropipes; (C) ) Enlarge images of closed core and
threading edge dislocations.
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Closed Core
Dislocation

Treading Edge
Dislocation

Figure 3.3. (a) SEM images of the molten KOH etched SiC epitaxial layers; (b) Enlarged
images of closed core and threading edge dislocations.

3.5

CONCLUSIONS

Various defects of SiC bulk crystals and epitaxial layers are evaluated and
analyzed in this chapter. Different kinds of extended defects are also discussed in this
chapter. Etching studies have been performed to delineate the extended defects in bulk
crystals and epilayers of SiC. The samples were etched for 20 minutes in molten KOH at
500 ˚C. SEM images of etched samples were taken to depict the types of defects. In the
bulk crystal, threading screw dislocations (open core and closed core), threading edge
dislocations, and basal plan dislocations are observed. In the epitaxial layers, only the
closed core screw dislocations and treading edge dislocations are observed. From the
SEM studies it is found that open core screw dislocations (micropipes) and basal plan
dislocations, which are detrimental for device performance, are not fond in the epitaxial
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layers. Moreover the densities of the delineated defects in the 4H-SiC epitaxial layers are
much less compared to the bulk crystals. So it is clear that substantial amount of bulk
crystal defects are not being propagated to the epitaxial layers during the epitaxial
growth.
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CHAPTER 4: DETECTOR FABRICATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION

4.1

4H-SIC DETECTOR FABRICATION

50 µm thick n-type epilayers were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on
4H-SiC (0001) n-type substrate. The substrate is highly doped with nitrogen and was offcut 8 towards [112̅0] direction. Nomarski optical microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) revealed a micropipe defect density of less than 1 cm-2. The 76 mm
diameter wafer was diced into 10×10 mm2 size pieces as is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Photograph of an n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer wafer.

Before contact deposition, a RCA (Radio Corporation of America) standard wafer
cleaning procedure was applied. This process starts with the removal of organic
contaminants (dust particles, grease, etc.) from the wafer surface using organic solvents
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(trichloroethylene, acetone, and methanol) at their respective boiling temperatures. Any
organic residue left by the first step is then processed using sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and
ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solutions (with hydrogen peroxide). These solutions are
designed to attack the organic impurities by dehydration and oxidation of the carbon
present forming oxide at the surface of the wafer. Finally, these oxide layers were etched
with hydrofluoric acid (HF).

The Schottky barriers were formed on the epitaxial layers (Si face) by depositing
thin (10 nm) circular Ni contacts (area ~11.95 mm2). 100 nm thick square (~ 64 mm2) Ni
back contacts were deposited on the C face of the 4H-SiC substrates. A Quorum model Q
150T DC sputtering unit was used to deposit the metal contacts. The cross-sectional
schematic of the fabricated Schottky barrier radiation detector is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of the cross-sectional view of 50µm thick n-type 4H-SiC
Schottky barrier device.
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4.2

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FABRICATED DETECTOR

Current-voltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were
conducted in order to investigate the electrical properties of the metal-semiconductor
contact. The I-V measurements were carried out using a Keithley 237 high voltage
source-measure unit. Forward and reverse I-V characteristics were acquired to study the
behavior of the Schottky contact. C-V measurements were carried out at 100 kHz using a
Keithley 590 C-V meter. Figure 4.3 shows the schematic and the arrangement of the
equipment setup used to perform the I-V and C-V measurements.

Figure 4.3. Schematic of the I-V and C-V experimental setup.
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The picture of the I-V and C-V measurement system at USC is shown in Figure
4.4. To minimize the influence of external electrical and optical signal, the detector is
mounted in an EMI shielded aluminum box during the measurement.

Figure 4.4. Photograph of the experimental setup for the I-V and C-V measurements. The
detector is mounted inside the aluminum box.
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4.2.1

Current-Voltage (I-V) Characteristics

In order to identify the electrical properties of the detectors, I-V characteristics of
the detectors at forward and reverse bias were measured at room temperature. The
forward response is used to study the behavior of the Schottky contacts using the
thermionic emission model mentioned in Section 2.4 in terms of barrier height and the
diode ideality factor. The reverse I-V characteristics give the magnitude of the leakage
current under operating conditions.

The I-V characteristics of the Schottky barrier radiation detector (AD06)
fabricated on 50 µm 4H-SiC epitaxial layer is shown in Figure 4.5. From the forward I-V
characteristic, the diode ideality factor was calculated to be 1.2 which suggests the
presence of spatial non-uniformities in barrier height distribution along the metal contact
area. The barrier height for the Ni/4H-SiC Schottky contact was calculated to be 0.95 eV.
The reverse bias characteristic of the detector is also shown in Figure 4.5. The leakage
current was found to be ~9 nA at a reverse bias voltage of - 150 V [75]. Table 4.1 shows
the calculated parameters from the forward and reverse bias response of the detector
AD06. From the calculated parameters of the Schottky barrier fabricated device, AD06
was determined to be suitable for radiation detection.

Table 4.1. I-V characteristics parameters of the Schottky detector
Diode Name

Current at - 150V

AD 06

9 nA
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Barrier Height
(eV)
0.95 eV

Ideality
Factor
1.2

Figure 4.5. Variation of junction current as a function of applied bias for a 50 µm n-type
Ni/4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier radiation detector.

In another study, several Schottky barrier radiation detectors were fabricated on
20 µm 4H-SiC epitaxial layer. The Schottky devices were fabricated on 20 µm epitaxial
layers that were from the similar type of parent wafer. Three detectors AS1, AS2, and
AS3 of high resolution were chosen for analysis. Figure 4.6 shows the forward I-V
characteristics of the detectors. The barrier heights of the detectors AS1, AS2, and AS3
were calculated to be 1.6 eV, 1.67 eV, and 1.15 eV, respectively. The ideality factors of
the detectors AS1, AS2, and AS3 are found as 1.2, 1.09, and 1.24, respectively.
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Figure 4.6. Forward I-V characteristics on 4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier detectors
AS1, AS2, and AS3.

Figure 4.7 shows the reverse I-V characteristics of the three detectors. The
leakage currents at -110 V for AS1, AS2, and AS3 were 4.3 pA, 6.2 pA, and 10.0 pA,
respectively. Detector AS1 exhibited the lowest leakage current among these three
detectors at the operating voltage (~110 V) of the detectors.
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Figure 4.7. Reverse I-V characteristics obtained for 4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier
detectors AS1, AS2, and AS3.

4.2.2

Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) Characteristics

Figure 4.8 shows a 1/C2 vs V plot, and the inset shows the original C-V plot. In a
Schottky metal-semiconductor junction, the depletion region extends to the side of the
semiconductor and increases its width with the increase in reverse bias; this property
allows control of the depletion width in the epitaxial layer which defines the active
region. The active region is where the charge signal due to particle interaction takes place
(creation of electron-hole pairs) in the detector. As the capacitance value depends on the
contact area and width of the depletion region, as shown in Section 2.4, capacitance is
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expected to decrease as reverse bias increases. Further analysis of the acquired data was
performed in order to calculate the doping concentration of the epilayer and the built-in
voltage of the Schottky contact. As expected, the capacitance values showed a decreasing
trend with the increasing reverse bias because of the increase in depletion width. The
effective doping concentration (Neff) was calculated to be 1.98×1015 cm-3 and the built-in
potential (Vbi) of the contact was found to be 1.5 V from 1/C2 vs V plots.

Figure 4.8. 1/C2 vs V plot for a 50 µm n-type Ni/4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier
detector. The open circles are the experimental data points and the solid line is a straight
line fit to the experimental data. Inset shows the original C-V plot.

The Schottky barrier height was also calculated from the C-V characteristics.
Considering the standard band diagram for an abrupt p-n junction, the barrier height can
be expressed as
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∅𝐵(𝐶−𝑉) = 𝑉𝑏𝑖 + 𝑉𝑛

4.1

where, Vn is the energy difference between the Fermi level and the conduction
band minimum and can be expressed as
𝑉𝑛 = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛

𝑁𝐶
𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓

4.2

where NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band of 4H-SiC and
is taken equal to 1.7×1019 cm-3 [76]. The barrier height thus calculated from C-V
measurements was 1.7 eV which is higher than that obtained from the forward I-V
characteristics. The difference between the two barrier height values can be explained as
follows. Barrier height obtained from the forward I-V characteristics is generally
dominated by current flow through the low Schottky barrier height locations over the
entire metal contact area in an inhomogeneous Schottky diode which results in lower
surface barrier height. C-V characteristics, on the other hand, give an average value of the
barrier height for the whole diode area [50, 77]. The larger value of barrier height
calculated from the C-V measurements reconfirms the spatial inhomogeneity of the
surface barrier height as was also inferred from the ideality factor value.

Figure 4.9 shows the 1/C2 vs V plots for the three detectors ( AS1, AS2, and
AS3).The calculated effective doping concentrations for the detectors are the following:
AS1 is 2.6 × 1014 cm-3, AS2 is 3.2 × 1014 cm-3, and AS3 is 2.6 × 1014 cm-3. The effective
doping concentration was found to be the least for the detector AS1 among all the three
detectors.
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Figure 4.9. 1/C2 vs V plots for 4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier radiation detectors AS1,
AS2, and AS3.

4.3

RADIATION INTERACTION WITH SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

Alpha particles continuously interact with the semiconductor material as they pass
through by the Coulomb force with electrons in the material. If the transferred kinetic
energy exceeds the electron’s binding energy, ionization occurs which gives rise to the
creation of an electron-hole pair. If a charged particle of mass m with kinetic energy E
interacts with an electron of mass m0, the maximum transferable energy is 4Em0/m in a
single collision. Continuous interactions with various electrons in the absorber material
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decrease the velocity of the charge particle until it captures electrons and becomes
electrically neutral. Range in an absorber material is defined as the distance traversed by
the charged particle in that particular material before it loses all its kinetic energy.

Figure 4.10. Energy loss of 5.48 MeV alpha particle as a function of penetration depth.

Figure 4.10 shows a Bragg curve which shows the energy loss of 5.48 MeV alpha
particles as a function of depth of penetration. It can be seen from a Bragg curve that the
maximum loss of energy for the alpha particles occurs at the end of the range which is
typical of charged particle interaction with matter [78].

4.4

DRIFT-DIFFUSION MODEL

The drift-diffusion model proposed by Breese [79] allows the calculation of the
minority carrier diffusion length for ion beam induced charge collection measurements.
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For radiation detection applications, this model is used to calculate the separate
contribution of charge carriers produced in the depletion region and that of the diffusion
of holes created in the neutral region to the experimentally determined overall charge
collection efficiency (CCEobs). Equation 4.3 describes the concept applied to the model.

𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 =

1 𝑑 𝑑𝐸
1 𝑥𝑟 𝑑𝐸
𝑥−𝑑
∫ ( ) 𝑑𝑥 + ∫ [( ) × exp {−
}] 𝑑𝑥
𝐸𝑝 0 𝑑𝑥
𝐸𝑝 𝑑
𝑑𝑥
𝐿𝑑
= 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 + 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

4.3

where 𝐸𝑝 is the energy of the alpha particles, 𝑑 is the depletion width at the
particular bias,

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

is the electronic stopping power of the alpha particles calculated using

SRIM 2012 [80], 𝑥𝑟 is the projected range of the alpha particles with energy 𝐸𝑝 , and 𝐿𝑑 is
the diffusion length of the minority carriers. The first term of the Equation 4.10,
𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 , gives the contribution of charge generated within the depletion region to the
charge collection efficiency and the second term, 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 , is that from the charge
carriers created in the region behind the depletion region and diffused to the depletion
region.

4.5 RADIATION DETECTION
4.5.1

Pulse-height Spectrum

Once an alpha particle has deposited its energy into a detector which generates
electron-hole pairs, the signal is extracted by the front-end electronics. Figure 4.11 shows
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a typical radiation detection measurement setup which will process the signals produced
by the detector into a useable form. The charge signal seen by the detector requires
immediate amplification to prevent signal loss, due to the small amounts of charge
involved. A preamplifier performs this initial amplification, which will allow the charge
signal to be converted to a voltage signal, which can be sent over standard BNC cables to
a shaping amplifier.

e

Nuclear
radiation

PreAmplifier

Shaping
Amplifier

MCA

h
Detector

High Voltage
Supply

Oscilloscope

Figure 4.11. Schematic diagram of an analog radiation detection measurement system.

Preamplification is a critical step for signal processing in the detection system
because noise introduced in this stage of the detection setup can have a significant effect
on the resulting pulse-height spectrum. Figure 4.12 shows a basic charge-sensitive
preamplifier circuit, and the effect the preamplifier has on the signal coming from the
detector. A charge-sensitive preamplifier at its basic level consists of a high gain
amplifier with a feedback capacitor and feedback resistor. The feedback capacitor makes
the preamplifier insensitive to changes in the capacitance of the detector, while adding
some noise to the circuit. Furthermore, a FET is usually used at the input of the high-gain
amplifier, which must be carefully selected for noise consideration purposes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12. (a) Simplified circuit diagram for a charge sensitive preamplifier used in a
detection system. (b) Input and output pulse shapes seen by a preamplifier [7]

After preamplification, the signal is sent to a shaping amplifier. The preamplifier
pulse output contains background noise generated by both the preamplifier circuit and the
detector itself. For this reason, these pulses are shaped by a shaping amplifier, which will
filter as much noise as possible while preserving information about the energy of the
radiation seen by the detector. This is done by passing the preamplifier signal through
one stage of differentiation (using a CR, or high pass circuit) and several stages of
integration (using an RC, or low pass circuit). Figure 4.13 shows the effect of a shaping
amplifier on a preamplifier output signal as well as the analog circuitry and stages of CR
and RC shaping used in a shaping amplifier. The shaping amplifier will spend a certain
amount of time, τm, measuring the signal, which is also known as the shaping time.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13. (a) Typical input and output pulse shapes seen by a shaping amplifier. (b)
Simplified circuit diagram for the various stages of differentiation (CR) and integration
(RC) used by an analog shaping amplifier [81].

After shaping, the amplified pulses are sent to a multi-channel analyzer (MCA).
The MCA converts the analog signals into digital information containing the height of the
shaped pulse (the “pulse-height”), and record the number of pulse-heights acquired
within a given range. The resulting histogram, produced by the MCA is called the “Pulseheight Spectrum”, which depicts how many counts of particle interactions occur in the
detector in a given energy window.

4.5.2

Experimental Setup for Spectroscopy Measurement

Pulse height spectra of alpha particles were collected using an analog
spectrometer comprised of an Amptek CoolFet (A250CF) preamplifier, an Ortec 671
spectroscopy amplifier, and a Canberra Multiport II ADC-MCA unit controlled by Genie
2000 interface software. The radiation source used was a 0.1 µCi

241

Am alpha source

(5.48 MeV is the main alpha peak energy) with an active diameter of 7 mm. To minimize
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electromagnetic interference with the detector, the source and the detector under test were
mounted inside an RFI/EMI shielded aluminum box.

During the measurements, the box was constantly evacuated (~10-3 mbar) using a
rotary pump in order to minimize the scattering of alpha particles with air molecules. The
radiation source was mounted inside the box just above the detector (facing the Schottky
contact) at a vertical distance of 12 mm which ensures a full window illumination. Figure
4.14 shows a photograph of the 4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier radiation detector
inside the RFI/EMI shielded test box.

Figure 4.14. Photograph of the 4H-SiC epitaxial Schottky barrier radiation detector inside
RFI/EMI shielded test box.
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After placing the detectors and the sources in a proper configuration in the test
box, the connections between the detector box, the pre-amplifier (A250CF), the NIM bin,
the oscilloscope, and the computer were made as shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15. Connection schematic for analog data acquisition set-up.

The charges generated in the detector due to the incident radiation energy are
collected by the A250CF, which is a charge sensitive low noise pre-amplifier and is best
suited for room-temperature detector operation. It hosts a Peltier cooled FET which helps
with noise reduction to a great extent. The voltage output of the pre-amp is then fed to the
shaping amplifier (Ortec 671) which produces a shaped (semi-Gaussian) amplified output
with enhanced signal-to-noise ratio. This is achieved by using a band pass filter
consisting of differentiator and integrator circuits. The amplifier allows the user to select
the shaping time constant for optimized (trade-off between minimum noise and complete
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charge collection time) detector performance. This amplified voltage output is directly
proportional to the incident energy of the radiation.

The amplified output pulse is then fed to a multichannel analyzer (MCA), which
basically digitizes the amplifier output pulse signal, and bins the pulses of similar heights
in similar bins or channels to obtain a histogram of the distribution of pulse-height. A
higher channel number corresponds to a higher energy level. The resulting distribution is
called a pulse-height spectrum or simply energy spectrum. Once a pulse-height spectrum
is generated, the full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the alpha energy peak is
calculated through the Gaussian peak fitting function using the Origin plotting software.
The energy resolution of the detector is calculated by the following Equation 4.4:

% 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 (𝑘𝑒𝑉)
∗ 100%
𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝑘𝑒𝑉)

4.4

where the centroid is the “center of mass” of the energy peak observed in the
pulse-height spectrum. Lower values of energy resolution and FWHM indicate better
detector performance. The software Genie 2000 was used to acquire and save pulseheight spectra and also to analyze the acquired data.
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Figure 4.16. Schematic of the electrical connections for energy calibration.

Once the data is acquired, a calibration process is performed in order to find a correlation
between the channels of the MCA with their corresponding energy. It is important to note
that the calibration process should be done under the same settings and similar
configuration as the setup used to test a radiation detector. In order to calibrate the
system, a pulser, which generates waveforms and simulates the output of a radiation
detector, is connected to the detection system through a capacitor. Figure 4.16 shows the
connection schematic for energy calibration. The energy of the charge pulses from the
capacitor, Epulser (in keV ) can be determined using the Equation 4.5.

𝐸𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑟 =

𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑟 × 𝜀 × 𝐶
1.6 × 10−19
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4.5

where ε is the electron-hole pair creation energy (7.7 eV for 4H-SiC) [82]. This
calibration was accomplished by the injecting pulses of various known amplitudes, Vpulser
(mV), from a precision pulser (Ortec 419) through a calibrated feed-through capacitor, to
the preamplifier input and simultaneously noting down the peak positions of the shaped
pulses in the MCA.

(a
)

(b
)

Figure 4.17. (a) Pulse-height spectrum obtained for six different pulse sizes, and (b)
Corresponding calibration curve.

The pulse-height is systematically changed via the pulser to generate several peak
positions relative to the pulser energies. A graphical plot between 𝐸𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑟 and
corresponding MCA peak positions for different pulse-heights, gives the calibration
graph. Figure 4.17 shows one MCA spectrum with various pulser peak-positions taken
during calibration. The linear plot of the peak centroid channel number against the keV
equivalent pulser energy as shown in Figure 4.0 b gives the required calibration
parameters [83]. Using the Equation 4.5, values obtained in terms of MCA channel
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numbers are converted to energy units in keV. The entire radiation detection setup in our
laboratory at USC is shown in the Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18. Picture of the radiation detection system at USC.

4.6

ALPHA SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The information obtained by the electrical characterization of the fabricated
detectors is useful deciding which detectors are suitable for spectroscopic
characterization. Spectroscopic characterization was performed using the detector AD06
and a 0.1 µCi 241Am alpha source. The spectrometer was set up following the description
in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.19 shows the variation of charge collection efficiency (CCEobs) for alpha
particles calculated from detector AD06 as a function of reverse bias [75]. The CCEobs
was calculated as the ratio of the output energy observed by the detector to the actual
incident energy of the alpha particles (5.48 MeV). The contribution of the drift
(CCEdepletion) and diffusion (CCEdifussion) related charge collection to the observed total
charge collection efficiency was calculated using the drift-diffusion model described in
section 4.3.

The detector readily showed an alpha peak with charge collection efficiency
(CCE) of ~17% at 0 V applied bias when exposed to a

241

Am source, suggesting a

substantial diffusion of minority carriers. As can be seen from Figure 4.19, the charge
collection efficiency was observed to improve with increase in reverse bias.

Figure 4.19. Variation of experimentally ob
○)
CCE. CCE from drifts (∆) and diffusion (∇) are also shown. The solid line shows the
variation in depletion width.
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From Figure 4.19 it could be seen that the experimentally observed CCE values
reached a maximum value of ~0.87 at an applied bias of 130 V and started to decrease
slowly thereafter. A CCE value less than 1 suggests that a fraction of the generated
charge carriers are getting trapped and eventually lost (recombine) in the defect centers. It
can also be noticed from Figure 4.19 that the major contribution towards the observed
CCE was from the diffusion of the charge carriers (more than 50%). The contribution of
the drifting of charge carriers (𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ) towards CCEobserved was seen to increase
steadily with the reverse bias and became almost equal to 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 at higher reverse
bias voltages. The reason behind the dominating contribution of charge carrier diffusion
towards CCEobserved is because of the fact that the depletion width (~10 µm) at the highest
applied bias of -180 V was still much less compared to the penetration depth of the 5486
keV alpha particles (~18 µm) in 4H-SiC. Hence, a substantial part of the charge carrier
generation takes place in the neutral region of the detector. However, for superior
detector performance, the generation of charge carriers is preferred to occur in the
depletion region in order to obtain optimized charge transport properties. The reverse bias
was further increased to widen the depletion width so that the contribution of charge
carrier drifting in the detector could increase CCE. However, further increase in bias
voltage led to increased leakage currents which deteriorated the detector performance.

The depletion width (d) of a Schottky junction of a given material and bias
depends on the effective doping concentration of the semiconductor material as shown in
Equation. 4.6. Electrically active defects can behave as acceptor or donor levels thus
controlling the effective doping concentration and hence the depletion width.
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2𝜀𝜀𝑟 (∅𝐵 − 𝑉)
𝑑=√
𝑞𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓

4.6

Figure 4.20. Variation of detector energy resolution as a function of reverse bias voltage.
The variation of the peak width (FWHM) of the pulser recorded simultaneously has also
been plotted.

The dependence of detector energy resolution with the reverse bias is shown in
Figure 4.20 [75]. The percentage energy resolution improved with the reverse bias
because of improved charge collection and lowering of detector capacitance (reduction of
series noise). However, the resolution was seen to deteriorate with further increase in
reverse bias due to increase in leakage current as was evident from the increase in the
corresponding pulser peak width (FWHM) shown along-with in Figure 4.20. Also,
increase in the depletion width leads to inclusion of more number of defects within the
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detector active volume leading to poor performance of the detectors. Figure 4.21 shows
the best pulse-height spectrum obtained with the optimized bias settings. The energy
resolution of 1.8% is observed for the 5486 keV alpha peak [75].

Figure 4.21. An 241Am pulse-height spectrum obtained using the 50 µm n-type Ni/4HSiC epitaxial Schottky barrier detector reverse biased at 130 V.

The pulse-height spectra for

241

Am obtained from detectors AS1, AS2, and AS3

are shown in Figure 4.22 (a), (b), and (c), respectively [2]. The percentage energy
resolutions of the detectors AS1, AS2, and AS3 were calculated as 0.29% , 0.38% and
0.96%, respectively. Detector AS1 exhibited the highest energy resolution (0.29%)
among the three detectors, and it could be seen from Figure (a) that the three major alpha
particle energies, viz. 5388 keV, 5443 keV, and 5486 keV emitted from an

241

Am source

were clearly resolved. Detector AS2 showed a moderately high energy resolution of
0.38%, and AS3 showed a comparatively lower resolution but still less than 1% for 5486
keV alpha particles.
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Figure 4.22. Alpha pulse-height spectra obtained for detectors (a) AS1, (b) AS2,and (c)
AS3 using an 241Am source.
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4.7

CONCLUSION

Electrical and spectroscopic characterizations were performed on 4H-SiC
detectors fabricated on 20 m and 50 m n-type 4H-SiC epilayers. I-V characteristics
revealed the Schottky behavior of the detectors. Using a thermionic emission model, the
barrier height and diode ideality factor were calculated for all fabricated detectors. The
doping concentration (Neff) was calculated from the C-V measurements. Due to good
Schottky behavior and low leakage current at high reverse bias voltage (>100 V) the
fabricated detectors were found to be suitable for radiation detection. Spectroscopic
characterization was performed on the detectors with 241Am alpha source. The percentage
energy resolution of the detectors was found in the range 0.29% - 1.8% for 5486 keV
alpha particle peak.
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CHAPTER 5: DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION BY DLTS STUDIES
5.1

INTRODUCTION

In a semiconductor material, defect centers could either act as an electron trap or a
hole trap. These trap levels are associated with four fundamental phenomena that may
occur as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Electrons could be trapped by a defect level acting as an
electron trap. This process is known as electron capture. Consequently, a trapped electron
may get de-trapped if sufficient thermal energy is available. This process is known as
electron emission. Similarly, a hole capture process is characterized by trapping of a hole
by a defect level and the hole emission process by de-trapping of a previously captured
hole.

The semiconductors properties may be greatly influenced due to this charge
carrier capture/emission phenomena by the defects and hence affect the efficiency of the
electronic devices. Therefore, it is very important to identify and characterize the defects
to understand their role in electronic and opto-electronic device performance. The
characterization would provide a deep understanding of defects in the semiconductor
which will be very helpful to enhance the efficiency of devices.
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of electron and hole trapping and de-trapping phenomena in a
semiconductor material.

Different techniques have been used to characterize the defects in semiconductor,
some of which include: admittance spectroscopy (AS), positron annihilation spectroscopy
(PAS), thermally stimulated current (TSC), Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy
(RBS), optically stimulated conductivity (OSC), thermally stimulated capacitance
(TSCAP), and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). In this chapter, the theoretical
background and experimental methods of defect characterization by TSC and DLTS are
discussed in detail.
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5.2

DEFECT PARAMETERS

During defect characterization, by any method, it is essential to measure some of
the important parameters of the defects. The main parameters required for
characterization of deep levels are: (a) Activation energy, (b) Capture cross-sections, (c)
Concentration of deep levels.

5.2.1

Energy Level

The activation energy ∆E gives the exact position of a deep level in the band-gap.
The activation energy of defects is defined as the required energy needed to move an
electron from the trap center into the appropriate energy band. The activation energy of a
defect depends upon the location of the trap center in the band-gap and varies from defect
to defect. The energy of the conduction band Ec or energy of the valence band Ev is
usually taken as reference during the measurement of the activation energy. A trap with
the energy ET in the band-gap requires the activation energy (Ec- ET) for electron
emission and (Ev + ET) for hole emission.

5.2.2

Trap Concentration

Trap concentration is one of the most important parameters for defect
characterization. Defect properties and their influence on semiconductor behavior greatly
depend on their concentration. This parameter helps to determine the extent of the role
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defects have on device performance. The trap concentration is defined as the amount of a
particular deep level in the band-gap of the semiconductor material. The number of deep
level traps in the band-gap of the semiconductor material is denoted as the concentration
of deep levels.

5.2.3

Capture Cross-section

Deep levels may act as a trapping, recombination, or generation centers in the
semiconductors. Each of these behaviors highly depend upon the electron and hole
capture rates of the trap. The capture rate of a trap is determined by the characteristics of
the capture cross-section for that particular trap.

5.3

DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION BY THERMALLY STIMULATED CURRENT
5.3.1

Background and Experiment

Thermally stimulated current (TSC) is widely used to study deep energy levels in
semiconductor materials [49]. In TSC measurement, the semiconductor is cooled to a low
temperature, and the trap centers are filled using light of a wavelength greater than or
equal to the band-gap of the material. The electrons/holes are emitted from the filled traps
by slowly heating the sample at a constant rate. Under an applied bias, the emitted
electrons and holes will produce current which is measured by an ammeter and a PC. The
emission is thermally activated and has an emission rate en [84] given by
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𝑒𝑛 = 𝜎𝑁𝐶 𝑉𝑡ℎ ∗ exp(− 𝐸𝑇 ⁄𝑘𝑇)

5.1

where σ is the capture cross-section for the trap, NC is the effective density of
states, Vth

is the thermal velocity, and ET is the trap energy with respect to the

conduction band. According to the equation, a given trap will begin emission at a
characteristic temperature. As temperature increases, emission rate will rapidly increase.
The emission probability will drop when the trap is depleted, and the emitted current will
reach a peak. TSC spectrum signal is obtained by plotting the emitted current against
temperature which is used to determine the deep level signature.

Figure 5.2. TSC spectrum showing trap centers at temperatures Tm1 and Tm2. [85].

Figure 5.2 shows a TSC spectrum with two peaks at temperature Tm1 and Tm2.
The peaks appeared in the spectrum of thermally stimulated current due to the release of
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charge carriers from two different trap centers in the band-gap [49]. The thermally
stimulated current can be described by the following equation [84, 85]

𝐼𝑇𝑆𝐶 = 𝐶𝑉𝑏 𝑞𝜇𝜏𝑁𝑇 𝑒𝑛 ∗ exp (− ∫

𝑒
)
𝛽d𝑇

5.2

where q is electronic charge, µ is the carrier mobility, τ is the carrier lifetime, NT
is the trap density, Vb is the bias voltage, en is the emission rate of trapped carriers, β is
the heat rate, and C is the constant related to the sample geometry.

The magnitude of a peak corresponding to a trap center in a given spectrum will
vary with the heating rate. An Arrhenius plot can be drawn from the peaks of different
heating rate spectrum, and all of these peaks are associated with a particular trap. The
trap center activation energy associated with peaks at Tm can be calculated from the
slope of an Arrhenius plot using equation [84, 85, 86],

𝐸𝑇

𝑇4

= ln ( 𝛽𝑚 ) + ln (
𝑘𝑇

1017 ∗𝜎
𝐸𝑇

)

5.3

where ET is the activation energy of the trap level, β is the heating rate, σ is the
capture cross-section, and k is the Boltzmann’s constant.
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Figure 5.3. Schematic of the TSC experimental setup

The TSC measurements on the epitaxial layers were conducted in the temperature
range 94 K - 620 K in vacuum of about 2×10-5 Torr. Figure 5.3 shows the schematic of
the experiment setup for TSC measurement. The setup is equipped with a Keithley
6517A Electrometer/High resistance meter, thermal stage with programmable
temperature controller (MMR Technologies), and low temperature microprobe (LTMP)
chamber. At 94 K, the traps are filled by illumination using an UV lamp (320 nm, 1.5
mW/cm2) [86].

5.3.2

TSC Spectroscopy and Defect Identity

For TSC measurement the 8 mm × 8 mm samples were taken from a ~ 390 µm
thick 4H-SiC (0001) semi-insulating wafer with a resistivity ≥ 1012 Ω-cm. After standard
RCA cleaning, Ni contacts on both Si and C side were deposited by electron beam
deposition. The contacts were annealed at 1273 K for 1 minute in nitrogen ambient using
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a Jipelec JetFirst Rapid Thermal Processor [86]. Figure 5.4a shows the TSC spectra for
three different heat rates at 5, 10, and 15 K/min and Figure 5.4 b shows the corresponding
Arrhenius plot to calculate activation energy [86, 87]. Five distinct peaks are identified in
this spectrum. The capture cross-section of the TSC peaks 1, 2, and 5 are estimated by
fitting the spectrum with the equation (ITSC) [88]. The observed maximum temperature
Tm and the calculated parameters of the traps are summarized in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.4. TSC spectra for the heat rates of 5 K/min (----), 10 K/min (–––), and 15
K/min (∙∙∙∙∙∙) at 10 V bias voltage. (b): Arrhenius plot of ln (Tm4/β) versus 1000/T for five
traps corresponding to peak numbers 1 – 5 in Figure (a)

Table 5.1. Trap parameters deduced from TSC measurements [86]

TSC peak #

1
2
3
4
5

Tm @ 10
K/min (K)

106.5
126
215
370
456

Trap activation
energy (eV)

0.23
0.32
0.42
0.95
1.1-1.2
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Capture crosssection (cm2)

~10-17
~10-15
~10-16

Possible Defect
or Impurity

Al
B, Ga
EH1
V
Unnamed

The intrinsic defects of 4H-SiC, which are responsible for the TSC peaks, are
identified by using literature data. Maximum temperature and activation energy of the
peaks in the TSC spectrum are compared with those of published literature to identify the
impurity causing the defects. The peak 1 maximum temperature and activation energy is
similar to that found by Fang et al. [84], and they assigned the peak to aluminum related
shallow hole trap. Lebedev et al. [89] showed that boron or gallium related shallow hole
trap and EH1 electron trap are responsible for the peaks 2 and 3 of the spectrum. The
peak 4 is identified as electron trap related to vanadium acceptor level [84]. The
activation energy of peak 5 of the spectrum is found in the range of 1.1 eV - 1.2 eV. Deep
levels with this activation energy were found for bulk semi-insulating SiC [90, 91].
However, the origin of the defect is unknown, and no name is assigned to it.

In another experiment, TSC measurement was carried out on n-type 4H-SiC
epitaxial layers grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Figure 5.5 shows the TSC
spectrum of the samples obtained with 15 K/min heat rate at 10 V reverse bias [92]. All
the parameters extracted from the TSC measurement are provided in Table 5.2.

The peak #1 of the spectrum is due to B/Al complexes which form shallow
acceptor-like levels near the valence band edge [93]. The peak #2 appeared at Tm ~ 175
K in the spectrum. This peak is due to hole traps in the lower half of the band-gap and
identified as HS1 [94] and HH1 [95]. Peak #3 observed at ~ 225 K in the spectrum and is
associated with boron related D-center [84, 89, 96]. Peak #4 (Tm ~ 280 K) is attributed to
Z1/2 which is an electron trap associated with a vacancy related defect [89, 94]. Broad
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peak #5 (350 – 400 K) can be associated with IL2 [97], SI-6 [98], and SI-8 [98] intrinsic
defects. However, a V-related trap center was also identified as the origin of peak #5 [84,
86].

Figure 5.5. TSC spectrum of n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer obtained at 10 V reverse bias
and 15 K/min heat rate [92].

Table 5.2. Trap parameters by TSC measurements for the 4H-SiC n-type epilayer [92]

Sample

4H-SiC
n-type epilayer

TSC Peak #

1
2
3
4
5

Trap activation
energy (eV)

0.22
0.25
0.31
0.95
-
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Capture crosssection (cm2)

Possible Defects or
Impurities

~10-16
~10-15
~10-16

HS1-HH1 Hole traps

Al/B complexes, shallow
Boron D center
Z1/2 electron center
IL2, SI-6, SI-8 and/or
to V

5.4

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF DLTS MEASUREMENT
5.4.1

Introduction

Deep levels influence both the electrical and the optical properties of material
which can severely affect the device performance. It is very essential to develop sensitive
equipment for deep level characterization semiconductor material. The equipment should
be able to determine all important parameters (energy level, concentration, and capture
cross-section) of the defects. It is also preferable that the equipment can distinguish
between majority and minority carrier traps. Deep level spectroscopy (DLTS) is one of
the most versatile techniques to determine the abovementioned electrical properties of
electrically active defects over a wide range of depths in semiconductor material.

DLTS investigates electrically active defects in a depletion region of Schottky
diodes or p-n junctions. In the DLTS measurement process, the depletion region is kept in
reverse bias condition with a steady-state voltage. The depletion region reduction by a
voltage pulse allows the flow of charge carriers (electron/holes) from the bulk region to
the depletion region which fills the defect centers. When the pulse is removed, the defects
start to emit trapped carriers due to thermal emission which causes transients in the
depletion region capacitance. Important defect parameters can be determined by
analyzing these capacitance transients. The DLTS, which is the most sensitive defect
characterization technique, was first introduced by D. V. Lang (David Vern Lang of Bell
Laboratories) in 1974 [14].
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5.4.2

DLTS Technique

The DLTS measures the change of junction capacitance of the sample due to the
emission of charge carriers from the defects existing in the space charge region. To better
understand the DLTS theory, let us consider a reverse biased n-type semiconductor
Schottky device as shown in Figure 5.6 A. The depletion region capacitance of a
Schottky device having a homogeneous doping concentration can be expressed as
𝐶0 = 𝐴√

𝜀𝜖0 𝑒𝑁𝐷
2(𝑉𝑟 + 𝑉𝑑 )

5.4

where A is the sample area, ND is the charge density in the space charge region,
Vr is the reverse bias, Vd is the built-in voltage is the permittivity of the semiconductor
material, and e is the electron charge.

The semiconductor has a deep level trap with energy E T, and all the traps in the
space charge region are empty whereas all the traps in the bulk semiconductor are filled.
An applied pulse (Figure 5.6 B) reduces the space charge width and increases the
capacitance drastically. Now the traps are filled with the injected carriers from the bulk
region. With return of the reverse bias to its quiescent level, the width of the space charge
region increases again (Figure 5.6 C). However, charge density in the space charge region
is slightly less than it was before applying the pulse. Therefore, the width of the space
charge region, in the case of Figure 5.6 C, is slightly higher than that of Figure 5.6 A.
Obviously; the capacitance is slightly lower for the case C.
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Figure 5.6. A schematic of the DLTS transient signal generation. (A): Steady state
reverse bias, (B): Applying pulse; (C) Just after removing pulse; (D) Capacitance
transient due to thermal emission of carriers.

As the filled traps are above the Fermi level, the system will relax into thermal
equilibrium by emitting trapped charge carriers (Figure 5.6 D), and the capacitance will
gradually increase until the steady-state value of Figure 5.6 A. The thermally activated
emission rate en can be expressed as

𝑒𝑛 = (𝜎𝑛 〈𝑉𝑡ℎ 〉 𝑁𝐶 ⁄𝑔)𝑒𝑥𝑝(−∆𝐸 ⁄𝑘𝑇)
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5.5

where σn is the carrier capture cross-section, 〈Vth 〉 is the mean thermal velocity,
NC is the effective density of states, g is the degeneracy of the trap level and was
considered to be equal to 1 in the present calculations, and ∆E is the energy separation
between the trap level and the carrier band.

Figure 5.7. The applied bias and the capacitance change of the Schottky device as a
function of time.

The periodic applied pulse and the corresponding periodic capacitance transient
are shown in Figure 5.7. The capacitance transient is related to the emission rate by the
following relationship:

𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑜 + ∆𝐶 exp(−𝑡𝑒𝑛 )
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5.6

where C0 is the junction capacitance at steady-state reverse bias voltage and ∆C is
the difference in capacitance between case A and case C (difference in capacitance
change between the two edges of the filling pulse) and can be expressed as

∆𝐶 = 𝐴√

𝜀𝜖0 𝑒𝑁𝐷
𝜀𝜖0 𝑒 (𝑁𝐷 + 𝑁𝑡 )
𝑁𝑡
− 𝐴√
≅ 𝐶0
2(𝑉𝑟 + 𝑉𝑑 )
2(𝑉𝑟 + 𝑉𝑑 )
2𝑁𝐷

5.7

where Nt is the trapping density. The trap concentration Nt is expressed as,
𝑁𝑡 = 2 (∆𝐶⁄𝐶 ) 𝑁𝐷
0

5.4.3

5.8

DLTS Signal Analysis

The DLTS spectrum is generated from the capacitance transient of Figure 5.7 by
applying correlation techniques. The simplest kind of correlation is a dual gate (double
boxcar) with gates set at t1 and t2 proposed by Lang [14] where the capacitance is
measured at two times t1 and t2 after the end of each filling pulse. The DLTS signal is
expressed as
𝑆 = 𝐶(𝑡1 ) − 𝐶(𝑡2 )

5.9

The DLTS starts at low temperature and is recorded by slowly ramping up the
temperature. At low temperature, the capacitance transient is slow due to low thermal
emission, and the DLTS signal is very small as shown in Figure 5.8 (i). With the increase
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of temperature, the decay rate of the capacitance transient increases. Therefore, the
difference between the capacitance at times t1 and t2 become greater which result in a
larger value of the DLTS signal. This increase of DLTS signal continues with
temperature until most of the transient decay takes place which is before time t1 as shown
in Figure 5.8 (ii - vi). After that temperature, the DLTS signal starts to decrease with
further increase of temperature as shown in Figure 5.8 (vii - ix). When the temperature is
too high, the capacitance transient ends before time t1, and the DLTS signal is zero as
shown in Figure 5.8 (x). A peak is reveal when the DLTS signal is plotted as function of
sample temperature.

The DLTS peak appearance depends upon the selection of t1 and t2 which is
termed as “rate window” selection. In DLTS, thermal scan peaks appear only when the
trap emission rate falls into the rate window. For a given rate window, a DLTS peak
related to a trap with a higher emission rate will move to higher temperature. Since the
emission rate is strongly temperature dependent, peak related to a trap’s level will appear
when its emission rates coincide with the rate window. Hence, in DLTS, peaks
corresponding to different traps appear as a function of temperature as shown in Figure
5.9. Signals from different defect levels can be resolved in a single DLTS scan.
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Figure 5.8. (a) Capacitance transient at various temperature (b) DLTS signal obtained by
using double boxcar is plotted as a function of sample temperature [14].

The peak position in DLTS spectroscopy depends on the rate window. A larger
rate window will shift a defect peak to higher temperature and a smaller rate window will
shift a defect peak to lower temperatures. The DLTS has the ability to set rate windows,
and a series of spectra can be produced by using different rate windows as shown in
Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9. An illustration of how a rate window produces a peak in its response when the
emission rate of the input signal matches the rate selected by the window [14].

Figure 5.10. (a) The DLTS spectra corresponding to a trap center at various rate windows
and (b) the Arrhenius plots obtained from the spectra.
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The time constant at maximum height of a DLTS peak can be expressed as

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑙𝑛(𝑡2 ⁄𝑡1 )
𝑡2 − 𝑡1

.

5.10

In a DLTS thermal scan, the emission rate at the maximum of a trap peak is a
uniquely defined quantity. For each spectrum, the temperature at the maximum peak
height can be measured, and the corresponding emission rate en is calculated via using
Equation 5.10. By using the maximum height of each spectrum, the Arrhenius plot
(log(e/T2) vs. 1000/T), corresponding to a particular trap center, can be drawn as shown
in Figure 5.10 b. The signature of a trap (i.e. activation energy and capture cross-section)
can be extracted from the Arrhenius plot and can be used for defect identification.

5.5

DLTS EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The DLTS measurements are carried out using a SULA DDS-12 modular DLTS
system. The system is comprised of a pulse generator, a capacitance meter, a correlator
module, and a PC based data acquisition and analysis software. The block diagram and
the photograph of the DLTS system are presented in Figure 5.11 and
Figure 5.12, respectively.
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Figure 5.11. Block-Diagram of the SULA DDS-12 DLTS setup.

Figure 5.12. Photograph of the SULA DDS-12 DLTS measurement system.

For the measurement, the device under test (Schottky contact) is mounted on a
specially designed sample holder inside a JANIS VPF800 cryostat as shown in Figure
5.13. The sample holder is equipped with a sapphire disc which isolates the device
electrically but ensures excellent thermal conduction. Tungsten probes are used to
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connect the device with the measurement circuit. Connection to the back Ohmic contact
was established by placing a piece of copper foil on the sapphire disc. Special care is
taken when lowering the top probe so that it will ensure good electrical connection
without damaging the Schottky contact. To minimize the damage to the Schottky contact
the tips of the probes are kept flat by rubbing with very fine sanding paper.

Figure 5.13. Photograph of the sample holder used in DLTS measurements.

The operating temperature of the Cryostat is controlled by a Lakeshore LS335
temperature controller and can be operated in the temperature range of 80 K - 800 K.
Cryogenic temperature is reached by liquid nitrogen. During DLTS measurements, the
device under test is held in a steady-state reverse bias condition and a pulse is applied
periodically to reduce the reverse bias voltage. Repetitive pulsing to the sample is
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accomplish by a pulse generator which can generate pulses of magnitude from -12 V to
+12 V and width from 1 µs to pulse repetition period. Usually the pulsing is done to 0 V
from the steady-state reverse bias to fill/populate the majority carrier traps present within
the depletion (space charge) width. The pulse width is large enough to get ensure
saturation trap filling. A self-balancing bridge capacitance meter with a 1 MHz oscillator
is used to measure the transient capacitance.

The system is also comprised of a correlator/pre-amplifier module which
automatically removes DC background from capacitance meter and amplifies the
resultant signal. The correlator module uses a modified double boxcar signal averaging
algorithm and measures the capacitance transient in a given rate window. The rate
windows are defined by an initial delay which is actually a delay set for the emission rate
calculations following the termination of the filling pulse. The initial delay is related to
the rate window τ given by

Initial delay (ms) = 1⁄(4.3 × τ).

5.11

The DDS-12 system allows the user to collect four DLTS spectra simultaneously
which corresponds to four different rate windows in a single temperature scan. The
signals were digitized using a NI digitizer card integrated with the DLTS system for live
processing using a PC. The entire system including the modules and the temperature
controller is controlled using a dedicated Labview interface which also allows the user to
analyze the recorded data.
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5.5.1

DLTS Spectra of Fabricated Detector

Figure 5.14 (a) & (b) shows representative DLTS spectra in the temperature range
of 80 K to 140 K using a smaller set of initial delays, and 80 K to 800 K using a larger set
of initial delays, respectively [75]. The peaks appeared at different temperatures
corresponding to different defect levels. In total, six distinct peaks were observed in the
entire temperature scan range of 80 K - 800 K and are numbered as Peak #1 to #6. The
negative peaks indicate that the detected traps are majority carrier traps (electron traps in
this case).
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Figure 5.14. DLTS spectra obtained using the 50 µm n-type Ni/4H-SiC epitaxial
Schottky barrier radiation detector (AD06) in a temperature range (a) 80 K - 140 K with
the smallest initial delay (b) 80 K - 800 K with the largest initial delay.

The DLTS spectra also collected for the detectors (AS1, AS2, and AS3)
fabricated on 20 µm 4H-SiC epitaxial layers. Figure 5.15 (a), (b), and (c) shows the
DLTS spectra obtained for samples AS2, AS1, and AS3, respectively [2]. In this
measurement for reverse bias, a steady state voltage of -2 V was applied, and the samples
were pulsed by a 1 ms width, 0 V pulse. Four correlator delays 100 ms, 50 ms, 20 ms,
and 10 ms in the temperature range of 230 K - 790 K were used to obtain the DLTS
spectra. The peaks correspond to a particular defect, but due to the four different
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correlator delays, they were numbered collectively. The peak numbers are used to specify
the position of the DLTS peaks on the temperature axis with respect to detector AS2.
Detector AS2 showed four DLTS peaks two of which labeled peak #1 and peak #4 were
clearly distinguishable peaks. Peak #2 was of very low intensity whereas peak #3
appeared as a partially resolved shoulder. In the DLTS spectra, it is clear that peak #3 is
the only prominent peak for the detector AS1, and peak#1 and peak#4 have very low
magnitude. The spectra of detector AS3 showed the presence of all the peaks except
peak#2.
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Figure 5.15. DLTS scan for detectors AS2, AS1, and AS3 showing negative peaks related
to electron traps present in the 4H-SiC epilayer detectors.

5.5.2

The

Arrhenius Plot of the Spectra

activation

energies

are

calculated

from

the

Arrhenius

plots

(𝑇 2 ⁄𝑒𝑛 𝑣𝑠 1000⁄𝑇 ). Figure 5.16 shows the Arrhenius plot for all the peaks obtained
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from the DLTS scans. The defect parameters were extracted from the DLTS scans using
the equations described above and are summarized in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.16. Arrhenius plots obtained for the Peaks #1 - #6 corresponding to the DLTS
spectra shown inFigure 5.14.

Table 5.3. Defect parameters of the deep levels for the detector AD06
Peak #

σn
cm2

E
eV

Nt
cm-3

Possible Trap
Identity

Peak 1

4.13× 10-15

Ec ˗ 0.13

1.3× 1013

Ti (h)

Peak 2

2.50× 10-15

Ec ˗ 0.17

3.6× 1013

Ti (c)

Peak 3
Peak 4

3.36× 10-15
3.73× 10-15

Ec ˗ 0.67
Ec ˗ 1.04

1.7× 1013
2.1× 1013

Z1/2
EH5

Peak 5

3.22× 10-17

Ec ˗ 1.30

7.9× 1012

Ci1

Peak 6

1.53× 10-11

Ec ˗ 2.40

5.6× 1012

Newly
identified
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Figure 5.17. Arrhenius plots for determining the activation energy obtained from the
DLTS scans shown in Figure 5.15 for detectors (a) AS2, (b) AS1, and (c) AS3.The solid
lines show the linear fits.
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The Arrhenius plot corresponding to the DLTS spectra (Figure 5.15) of the 20 µm
epitaxial layer detectors are shown in Figure 5.17. The defect parameters viz., activation
energy, capture cross-section, and trap concentration are calculated for the three detectors
AS1, AS2, and AS3 are listed in the Table 5.4, Table 5.5, and Table 5.6, respectively [2].

Table 5.4. Defect parameters of the detector AS1 obtained from the DLTS scans
Peak #

σn
cm2

E
eV

Nt
cm-3

Possible Trap
Identity

Peak 1

0.05 × 10-16

Ec ˗ 0.60

0.09× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 3

575× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.45

1.27× 1012

Ci1

Peak 4

68.8× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.6

0.1× 1012

EH6/7b

Table 5.5. Defect parameters of the detector AS2 obtained from the DLTS scans
Peak #

σn
cm2

E
eV

Nt
cm-3

Possible Trap
Identity

Peak 1

1.9 × 10-16

Ec ˗ 0.62

3.2× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 2

0.1× 10-16

Ec ˗ 0.80

0.09× 1012

Vsi+

Peak 3

1.7× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.31

0.93× 1012

Ci1

Peak 4

28.2× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.6

1.9× 1012

EH6/7b

Table 5.6. Defect parameters of the detector AS3 obtained from the DLTS scans
Peak #

σn
cm2

E
eV

Nt
cm-3

Possible Trap
Identity

Peak 1

28.8 × 10-16

Ec ˗ 0.66

1.9× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 3

22.6× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.3

65× 1012

Ci1

Peak 4

158× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.6

1.8× 1012

EH6/7b
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5.5.3

Defect Identification

At first the deep level defects found in the detector (AD06) fabricated on 50 µm
epitaxial layers as shown in the table are identified by comparing with reported literature
data. The trap levels corresponding to Peak #1 and Peak #2 were found to be located at Ec
- 0.13 eV and Ec - 0.17, respectively, where Ec is the conduction band minimum. Both of
the defect levels have been identified as titanium substitutional impurity. Dalibor et al.
[99, 100] have reported two similar defect levels located at Ec - (0.117 ± 0.008) eV and
Ec - (0.160 ± 0.010) eV from DLTS studies of Ti+ implanted 4H-SiC which they
attributed to the ionized titanium acceptor Ti3+ (3d1) residing at hexagonal and cubic Si
lattice sites, respectively. Gelczuk et al. [101] also reported similar trap levels and
assigned them to the Ti impurities at hexagonal and cubic Si lattice sites. Zhang et al.
[102] also assigned a defect level located at Ec - 0.16 eV to a Ti electron trap level.
Castaldini et al. [103] assigned a trap level located at Ec - 0.17 to chromium or titanium
impurities (acceptor like) in hexagonal position.

The trap center related to Peak #3 was found to be located at 0.67 eV below the
conduction band edge. Several groups have reported the presence of a similar defect level
often designated as Z1/2 [104, 105, 106, 107, 108]. However, the exact microscopic
structure is still unknown and several theories exist in the literature regarding the
probable structure of Z1/2 centers. As summarized by Zhang et al. [102], Z1/2 is most likely
related to defect complexes involving equal number of carbon and silicon sites. The
possible structures listed by them, obtained from the existing literatures [95, 104, 109],
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are silicon carbon vacancy complexes (VSi + VC), antisite complex (SiC + CSi) pairs, or a
pair of an antisite and a vacancy of different atoms. However, their own findings were
more inclined towards a divacancy like structure of the Z1/2 defect. Eberlein et al. [110]
on the other hand, reported that the participation of carbon interstitial with nitrogen can
also form defect levels with similar activation energy. Z1/2 center is also reported to be
responsible for the reduction of carrier lifetime by several authors [101, 111, 112, 113].
The activation energy corresponding to peak #4 was found to be located at 1.04 eV below
the conduction band edge. A defect level reported by Alfieri et al. [114] located at Ec 1.03 eV and designated as EH5, is the closest match with the peak #4 observed in our
case. Beyer et al. have also detected a similar defect level (Ec - 1.07 eV) in 2.5 MeV
electron irradiated 4H-SiC [115]. EH5 defect has been found in ion irradiated 4H-SiC and
has been attributed to a carbon cluster [95]. The activation energy of peak #5 was found
to be 1.30 eV. Alfieri et al. [114] reported a similar defect center Ci1 in a chlorine
implanted n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer. The peak #6 was found to have the highest
activation energy (2.40 eV) among all the defect centers observed in the DLTS scans and
remains unidentified as the corresponding activation energy does not match with any
known defect level in 4H-SiC that has been reported in the literature. The trap
concentrations corresponding to peak #1 - #4 were all of the order of 1013 cm-3 with the
Ti impurity (cubic Si site) being the maximum. Peak #5 and #6 were found to be one
order of magnitude less in concentration.

In this stage, the deep level defects found in the detectors (AS1, AS2, and AS3)
fabricated on 20 µm epitaxial layers were identified. The deep level defects for the
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detector AS1, AS2, and AS3 are shown in the table, respectively. Four peaks
corresponding to four different defects are found for the detector AS2. The defect related
peak position for the detectors AS1 and AS2 are numbered with respect to the AS2 peak
position.

The DLTS spectra of detector AS2 showed four peaks and are numbered as peak
#1 to peak #4. The calculated parameters of the defects found in the detector AS2 are
summarized in the table. According to the calculated activation energy, the position of
peak #1 was found to be at Ec - 0.62 eV. A similar kind of defect has been identified as
carbon vacancy (Vc) or its complexes in 4H-SiC samples by several workers [104, 105,
106, 107, 108]. This defect level is often designated as Z1/2 center and is regarded as a
potential lifetime killer [111, 112, 113, 102]. The position of the defect related to weak
peak #2 was found to be at Ec - 0.8 eV. A similar defect level was observed by Nava et
al. [108] in neutron irradiated n-type 4H-SiC using photo-induced current transient
spectroscopy and was identified as silicon vacancy in singly positive charge state (Vsi+).
The defect related to peak #2 was found to have a much less concentration of 9×1010 cm-3
and a low capture cross-section of 1×10-17 cm2 and thus may not have a substantial effect
in defining the detector performance in this case. The position of shouldered peak #3 in
the band-gap was calculated to be at Ec - 1.31 eV. The peak could not be identified with
any known or reported defect level in the literature. Alfieri et al. [114] reported similar
defect level observed in chlorine implanted n-type epitaxial 4H-SiC and labeled it as Ci1.
The position of peak #4 in the band-gap was calculated to be at Ec - 1.6 eV. Nava et al.
[108] identified a similar defect level as Vc and its complex in neutron irradiated n-type
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4H-SiC using photo-induced current transient spectroscopy. K. Danno et al. [116]
designated a defect center at Ec - 1.55 eV as EH6/7 and related it to carbon vacancies or
carbon-silicon di-vacancies.

For the detector AS1 and AS3 three peaks (peak #1, peak #3, and peak #4) were
found to be related to the same defect levels as found in detector AS2. The defect related
to the peak #2 in the detector AS2 which is identified as Vsi+ is not found in AS1 and
AS3. By comparison of the defect parameters in detectors AS2 and AS3, it can be
observed that the capture cross-sections corresponding to defects related to peak #1, #3,
and #4 in AS3 were significantly higher than those in AS2.The comparison of the defect
parameters in the detectors AS1 and AS2 shows that the detector AS1 has only the high
concentration of the defect Ci1 ( related to peak #3) and has very low concentration of the
defect Z1/2 (related to peak #1) and the defect EH6/7 (related to peak #4).

5.6

DEFECTS’ ROLE ON DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

To determine the defects’ role on the device performance, the detector properties
and electrically active defects are needed to correlate. Important detector properties and
calculated defects’ parameters are summarized in a separate table for each of the
fabricated detectors. Let us first consider the detectors fabricated on 20 µm epitaxial
layers. The summarized properties of the detectors AS1, AS2, and AS3 are shown in the
Table 5.7, Table 5.8, and Table 5.9, respectively.
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+

In Table 5.8, it is shown that four deep level defects Z1/2, Vsi , Ci1, and EH6/7 are
observed in the detector AS2.The resolution of this detector was calculated to be 0.38%.
The resolution of detector AS3 was calculated to be 0.96%. Three deep level defects Z1/2 ,
Ci1, and EH6/7 are identified in this detector as shown in Table 5.9. All the defects
+

identified in AS2 except the defects Vsi are found in AS3. From the comparison of the
defect parameters in detectors AS2 and AS3, it is found that the capture cross-sections of
the defects Z1/2, Ci1, and EH6/7 in AS3 are significantly higher than those in AS2. This
suggests higher probability of electron trapping in detector AS3 and hence explains the
comparatively poor performance. The deep level defects Z1/2, Ci1, and EH6/7 are also
identified in the detector AS1 as shown in the Table 5.7. Among all the defects in AS1,
only Ci1 has a much higher concentration compared to the defects Z1/2 and EH6/7 which
are also clear from the high amplitude of the peak #2 in the DLTS spectra of AS1 as
shown in Figure 5.15 in section 5.5. The trap concentration of the defects Z1/2 and EH6/7
in AS1 are found to be one order of magnitude less compared to those found in AS2 and
AS3.The capture cross-section of the defect Ci1 in AS1 is found to be much higher
compared to any other defects among all the samples. However, the superior performance
of detector AS1 indicates that the defect Ci1 does not significantly affect the detector
performance. The above analysis suggests that among the defects identified in these ntype 4H-SiC 20 µm epitaxial layers the defects Z1/2 (located at Ec - 0.6 eV) and EH6/7
(located at Ec - 1.6 eV) seems have major role in determining the detector performance.
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Table 5.7. Detector properties and defect parameters for the detector AS1
Detector
Characterization
Ideality Factor

1.2

ϕB (eV)

1.6

Leakage Current
at - 100 V (pA)
-3

Nd(cm )
Resolution (%)

Defect Parameters
Trap
Identity

4.3
2.6× 10

14

0.29

2

σn (cm )

Z1/2

0.05× 10

Ci1

75× 10

EH6/7

68.8× 10

-16

-16
-16

∆E (eV)

-3

Nt (cm )

Ec ˗ 0.60

0.09× 10

Ec ˗ 1.45

1.27× 10

Ec ˗ 1.6

0.1 × 10

12

12

12

Table 5.8. Detector properties and defect parameters for the detector AS2
Detector
Characterization

Defect Parameters

Ideality Factor

1.09

Trap
Identity

ϕB (eV)

1.67

Z1/2

Leakage Current
at - 100 V (pA)

6.2

Vsi

-3

Nd(cm )
Resolution (%)

3.2× 10

14

0.38

2

1.9× 10

+

0.1× 10

-3

∆E (eV)

Nt (cm )

-16

Ec ˗ 0.62

3.2× 10

-16

Ec ˗ 0.80

0.09× 10

-16

Ec ˗ 1.31

0.93× 10

Ec ˗ 1.6

1.8× 10

σn (cm )

Ci1

1.7× 10

EH6/7

1.58× 10

-16

12
12
12

12

Table 5.9. Detector properties and defect parameters for the detector AS3
Detector
Characterization
Ideality Factor

1.24

ϕB (eV)

1.15

Leakage Current
at - 100 V (pA)
-3

Nd (cm )
Resolution (%)

Defect Parameters
Trap
Identity

10
3.0× 10
0.96

14

2

Nt (cm )

-16

Ec ˗ 0.66

1.9× 10

-16

Ec ˗ 1.3

65 × 10

-16

Ec ˗ 1.6

1.8 × 10

Z1/2

28.8 × 10

Ci1

22.6× 10

EH6/7

158 × 10

99

-3

∆E (eV)

σn (cm )

12

12
12

The summarized detector properties and the defect parameters of the detector
(AD06) fabricated on 50 µm epitaxial layers are shown in Table 5.10. Six defects are
found in detector AD06, and the resolution is calculated to be 1.8 %. Among the defects,
Ti(h) and Ti(c) are shallow levels. The deep level defects Z1/2 and EH5 have the
concentrations of the order of 1013 cm-3 with the capture cross-section on the order of 1015

cm-3. On the other hand, both the concentration and capture cross-section of deep level

Ci1 are smaller compared to those of Z1/2 and EH5. For 20 µm epitaxial layer, it is found
that deep level Ci1 does not affect the detector performance. Though the deep level EH6/7
(located at ~ Ec - 1.6) was not found in AD06 and the defect parameters of Z1/2 and EH5
are in tolerable limit, the resolution of AD06 is still much higher than 1%. The extremely
high capture cross-section (1.53 × 10-11 cm2) of the newly identified defect (located at ~
Ec-2.4) seems to be a significant role in determining the detector performance.

Table 5.10. Detector properties and defect parameters for the detector AD06
Detector
Characterization

Defect Parameters

Ideality Factor

1.2

Trap
Identity

σn (cm )

∆E (eV)

Nt (cm )

ϕB (eV)

1.7

Ti(h)

4.13× 10-15

Ec ˗ 0.13

1.3× 1013

Ti(c)

2.50× 10-15

Ec ˗ 0.17

3.6× 1013

Z1/2

3.36× 10-15

Ec ˗ 0.67

1.7× 1013

EH5

3.73× 10-15

Ec ˗ 1.04

2.1× 1013

Ci1

3.22× 10-17

Ec ˗ 1.30

7.9× 1012

Newly
identified

1.53× 10-11

Ec ˗ 2.40

5.6× 1012

Leakage Current
at - 100 V (nA)
-3

Nd(cm )
Resolution (%)

9.0

3.2× 10
1.8

14

2

100

-3

5.7

CONCLUSION

Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) studies were conducted to investigate
the defect levels present in the detectors fabricated on different thickness of 4H-SiC
epitaxial layers. In the fabricated detectors different deep level defects were observed in
the temperature scan range of 80 K - 800 K. Types of observed defects and their
parameters varied widely from detector to detector. In all of the detectors fabricated on
20 µm thick epitaxial layers, deep level defects Z1/2 located at Ec - 0.6 eV, Ci1 located at
Ec - 1.3 eV, and EH6/7 located at Ec - 1.6 eV were revealed by the DLTS measurement.
Among them, two defect levels (electron traps) Z1/2 and EH6/7 related to carbon vacancies
and their complexes mostly affected the detector resolution. Defect level observed at Ec 1.3 eV was found to not affect the detectors’ performance.

For the case of 50 µm epitaxial layer detector, six different defect centers were
detected in the same DLTS temperature scan range of 80 K - 800 K. Defects were
identified as Ti (h) at Ec – 0.13 eV, Ti (c) at Ec – 0.17 eV, Z1/2 at Ec - 0.67 eV, EH5 at Ec 1.04 eV, Ci1 at Ec - 1.3 eV, and a newly detected deep level at Ec - 2.4 eV. A Deep level
detected located at Ec - 2.4 eV was identified for the first time and has not been reported
to date. Along with Z1/2 and EH5, the newly identified defect at Ec - 2.4 eV mostly
affected the detector resolution fabricated on 50 µm 4 H-SiC epitaxial layers.
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CHAPTER 6: ANNEALING BEHAVIOR OF CRYSTALLINE
DEFECTS

6.1

INTRODUCTION

For the annealing behavior studies of SiC crystalline defects, nickel (Ni) Schottky
barrier diodes are fabricated on 50 µm thick n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers. Deep level
transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements were carried out on the fabricated Schottky
diodes in a wide temperature range from 80 K to 800 K to determine the initial defect
parameters (i.e. defect densities, capture cross-sections, and activation energies) prior to
the first iteration of isochronal annealing. Isochronal annealing of the devices was carried
out over the temperature range from 100 ˚C to 800 ˚C. The defect parameters were then
compared with the initial DLTS scans of the unannealed devices.

6.2

DEEP LEVEL TRANSIENT SPECTRA BEFORE ANNEALING

Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated on 50 µm thick n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial
layers to characterize the initial deep level defects. Parameters of the deep level defects
are determined by the DLTS measurements on the fabricated detectors. Figure 6.1 (a)
shows representative DLTS spectra in the temperature range of 85 K to 130 K using a
smaller set of initial delays, and Figure 6.1 (b) shows DLTS spectra in the temperature
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range 200 K to 800 K using a larger set of initial delays. The peaks appeared at different
temperatures corresponding to different defect levels. In total, four distinct peaks were
observed in the entire temperature scan range of 85 K - 800 K and are numbered as peak
#1 to peak #4.

Figure 6.1. DLTS spectra obtained using the 50 µm thick n-type Ni/4H-SiC unannealed
epitaxial Schottky barrier in the temperature range: (a) 85 K - 130 K with a smaller set of
initial delays, and (b) 200 K - 800 K with a larger set of initial delays.
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The negative peaks indicate that the detected traps are majority carrier traps
(electron traps in this case). The activation energy is calculated from the Arrhenius
plots (𝑇 2 ⁄𝑒𝑛 𝑣𝑠 1000⁄𝑇 ). Figure 6.2 shows the Arrhenius plots for all the peaks
obtained from the DLTS scans. The defect parameters were extracted from the DLTS
scans described above and are summarized in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.2. Arrhenius plots obtained for the peaks #1 - #4 corresponding to the DLTS
spectra shown

Table 6.1. Defect Parameters Obtained from the DLTS Measurements.
σn
ΔE
Nt
Possible
2
-3
cm
eV
cm
Trap Identity
Peak 1 6.62× 10-15 Ec ˗ 0.17 1.7× 1013
Ti (c)
Peak #

Peak 2 3.37× 10-15 Ec ˗ 0.67 7.1× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 3 5.56× 10-17 Ec ˗ 1.04 7.1× 1012

EH5

Peak 4 2.66× 10-17 Ec ˗ 1.60 3.3× 1012

EH6/7
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6.3

EXPERIMENT FOR ISOCHRONAL ANNEALING STUDIES

An annealing experimental set-up has been assembled at USC for the annealing
studies of the defects. The annealing set-up comprises of a furnace with a temperature
control unit, an oil-free mechanical pump, a turbo-molecular pump, vacuum gauge
controller, and turbo pump controller. The block diagram of the isochronal annealing
experimental set up is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. Block diagram of annealing set up at USC.

For isochronal annealing, a sample is loaded in a quartz ampoule and then
connected to the vacuum system of the annealing experimental set-up as shown in Figure
6.4. After the loaded quartz ampoule was pumped down by the mechanical pump for 30
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minutes, the turbo pump was turned on to achieve higher vacuum pressure levels. A
Varian Multi-Gauge ionization gauge was used to monitor the vacuum pressure level.
After reaching the vacuum pressure level of 2×10-7 torr, the ampoule was lowered to the
hot zone of a dedicated single-zone tube furnace to be annealed. The temperature of the
furnace was controlled by a Thermolyne temperature control unit. Moreover, a digital
thermocouple is connected to the ampoule for cross-checking the annealing temperature.

Figure 6.4. Picture of the annealing set up at USC.

After characterization of the initial defects of 4H-SiC epitaxial layer by DLTS
measurement, the Schottky devices are ready for annealing. Before annealing, the top and
bottom nickel contact of the Schottky devices were completely etched off by
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concentrated nitric acid. Then the samples are annealed for 30 minutes. After annealing at
each temperature, the samples are cleaned by RCA cleaning procedure and Ni Schottky
and Ohmic contacts are deposited for subsequent I-V, C-V, and DLTS measurements.

6.4

ANNEALING STUDIES RESULTS
6.4.1

Electrical characteristics after annealing

Figure 6.5 shows the I-V (current-voltage) characteristics of the fabricated
Schottky barrier devices before and after isochronal annealing at different temperatures.
It is observed that the forward current for an applied voltage beyond the knee voltage is
decreased up to the annealing temperature of 400 C and then increased again till the
temperature of 800 C which is a limit of our isochronal annealing studies. Figure 6.6
shows the reverse bias characteristics of the fabricated Schottky diode and after annealing
at different temperatures. The reverse bias current is almost same up to the annealing of
400 C and increased significantly with annealing at 600 C and 800 C, respectively.
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Figure 6.5. Forward current voltage (I-V) characteristics of the as-fabricated 50 µm thick
n-type 4H-SiC Schottky barrier and after isochronal annealing at different temperatures:

Figure 6.6. Reverse current voltage (I-V) characteristics of the as-fabricated 50 µm thick
n-type 4H-SiC Schottky barrier and after isochronal annealing at different temperatures:
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The calculated ideality factor from the forward I-V characteristics is shown in
Figure 6.7. A comparison of the ideality factors of fabricated devices before and after
annealing at different temperatures revealed the presence of spatial non-uniformities in
barrier heights over the metal contact area [117]. The total diode current is an aggregate
of the current flowing through different barrier height regions in the metal semiconductor
interface. Low barrier height turns on at a lower bias than the high barrier height region
and the non-ideality in the diode characteristics arises. The ideality factor of the
unannealed SiC Schottky barrier is significantly higher than ideality factors found after
annealing at different temperatures.

Calculated ideality factor of ~1.6 of the as-fabricated Schottky barrier suggests
the presence of high density patches of small barrier heights [50, 118, 119]. The ideality
factor reduces to ~1.2 after annealing at 100 C, implying the major reduction of the
density of patches. The density of low barrier height patches do not change significantly
with further annealing at higher temperatures which is also clear from the small variation
of ideality factor throughout the annealing studies up to 800 C.
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Figure 6.7. Variation of ideality factors with isochronal annealing of 50 µm thick n-type
4H-SiC Schottky barrier device.

Figure 6.8 shows C-V plots of the Schottky barrier after annealing at different
temperatures. The capacitance of the fabricated Schottky barrier is decreased after
annealing at 100 0C and then again increased with annealing at higher temperatures [120].
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Figure 6.8. Capacitance vs voltage of the as-fabricated 50 µm thick n-type 4H-SiC
Schottky barrier and after isochronal annealing at different temperatures.

6.4.2

DLTS Spectra and Arrhenius Plots after Annealing

After each isochronal annealing of the SiC sample at a particular temperature, a
DLTS thermal scan was carried for different rate windows. A DLTS scan with a
particular rate window of the annealed sample are plotted together to investigate the
effect of isochronal annealing. Figure 6.9 (a) shows the DLTS spectra (for the rate
window 5 ms) of fabricated Schottky barrier diodes before and after annealing at 100 C
and 200 C respectively. Figure 6.9 (b) shows the spectra (for the rate window 5 ms) after
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annealing at 400 C, 600 C, and 800 C respectively for the temperature scan 80 K - 140
K [120]. The spectra are separated in two figures for clarity.

Figure 6.9. DLTS spectra obtained using the 50 µm thick n-type Ni/4H-SiC epitaxial
Schottky barrier in a temperature range 80 K - 140 K: (a) as-fabricated, annealed at 100
˚C and 200 ˚C; and (b) annealed at 400 ˚C, 600 ˚C, and 800 ˚C respectively.

The small peak that appears at around 85 K did not appear for all rate windows.
From the spectra in Figure 6.9, it is obvious that the activation energy and defect density
related to this peak is very small and almost near to the detection limit of the DLTS
measurement system. For better determination of the defect signature, DLTS spectra has
to be run in a much lower temperature around 50 K. However, due to the small activation
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energy and very low density of the defect, it is expected that this defect will have
negligible effects on the device performance. For the more prominent DLTS peak that
appears in the temperature scan 80 K - 140 K is at 0.16 eV below the conduction band
minima which is termed as peak #1 in our study.

The DLTS spectra (for the rate window 5 ms) in the temperature scan 250 K - 800
K of the as-fabricated and after annealing are shown in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b) [120].
These spectra showed the annealing behavior of the defects Z1/2 (peak #2, Ec - 0.67eV) at
around 300 K, EH5 (peak #3, Ec - 1.03 eV) at around 500 K, and EH6/7 (peak #4, Ec - 1.6
eV) at around 650 K. Annealing impact on DLTS peaks corresponding to different
defects that were detected at higher temperatures are depicted in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. DLTS spectra obtained in a temperature range 250 K - 750 K: (a) asfabricated and annealed at 100 ˚C and 200 ˚C; and (b) annealed at 400 ˚C, 600 ˚C, and
800 ˚C.

After isochronal annealing at different temperatures, an Arrhenius plot was drawn
from the peak temperatures in the DLTS spectra of the annealed sample. The defects
parameters for every individual defects are calculated from these Arrhenius plot. The
Arrhenius plot drawn after annealing at temperature 100 ˚C, 200 ˚C, 400 ˚C, 600 ˚C and
800 ˚C are shown in Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14, and Figure 6.15
respectively. The calculated defects parameters after annealing at temperatures 100 ˚C,
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200 ˚C, 400 ˚C, 600 ˚C, and 800 ˚C are shown in Table 6.2, Table 6.3, Table 6.4, Table
6.5, and Table 6.6 respectively.
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Figure 6.11. Arrhenius plot corresponding to the DLTS spectra obtained after annealing
at 100 ˚C.

Table 6.2. Defect parameters obtained after annealing at 100 ˚C
σn
Nt
Possible
E
2
-3
cm
cm
Trap Identity
eV
Peak 1 3.32× 10-15 Ec ˗ 0.17 1.13× 1013
Ti(c)

Peak #

Peak 2 2.09× 10-15 Ec ˗ 0.65 6.38× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 3 1.61× 10-15 Ec ˗ 1.00 6.49× 1012

EH5

Peak 4 3.23× 10-15 Ec ˗ 1.70 6.38× 1012

EH6/7
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Figure 6.12. Arrhenius plots corresponding to the DLTS spectra obtained after annealing
at 200 ˚C.

Table 6.3. Defect parameters after annealing at 200 ˚C
σn
ΔE
Nt
Possible
cm2
eV
cm-3
Trap Identity
Peak 1 2.18× 10-15 Ec ˗ 0.17 1.04× 1013
Ti (c)

Peak #

Peak 2 4.27× 10-16 Ec ˗ 0.61 5.58× 1012
Ec ˗ 1.14 5.71× 1012

EH5

Peak 4 6.66× 10-14 Ec ˗ 1.69 5.59× 1012

EH6/7

Peak 3

9.1× 10-16

Z1/2
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Figure 6.13. Arrhenius plots corresponding to the DLTS spectra obtained after annealing
at 400 ˚C

Table 6.4. Defect parameters after annealing at 400 ˚C
σn
Nt
Possible
E
cm2
cm-3
Trap Identity
eV
Peak 1 9.63× 10-16 Ec ˗ 0.15 1.17× 1013
Ti(c)

Peak #

Peak 2 2.01× 10-16 Ec ˗ 0.60 7.19× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 3 6.02× 10-16 Ec ˗ 0.96 7.01× 1012

EH5

Peak 4 6.46× 10-14 Ec ˗ 1.71 7.44× 1012

EH6/7
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Figure 6.14. Arrhenius plots corresponding to the DLTS spectra obtained after annealing
at 600 ˚C.

Table 6.5. Defect parameters after annealing at 600 ˚C
Peak #
Peak 1

σn
cm2
6.7× 10-16

Nt
Possible
E
cm-3
Trap Identity
eV
Ec ˗ 0.14 1.23× 1013
Ti(c)

Peak 2 1.58× 10-16 Ec ˗ 0.60 8.06× 1012

Z1/2

Peak 3 3.71× 10-16 Ec ˗ 0.85 8.23× 1012

EH5

Peak 4 1.43× 10-14 Ec ˗ 1.34 3.32× 1012

EH6/7
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Figure 6.15. Arrhenius plot corresponding to the DLTS spectra obtained after annealing
at 800 ˚C

Table 6.6. Defect parameters after obtained annealing 800 ˚C
Peak #

σn
cm2
Peak 1 6.28× 10-16

E
eV
Ec ˗ 0.15

Nt
Possible
cm-3
Trap Identity
1.45× 1013
Ti(c)

Peak 2 2.28× 10-16

Ec ˗ 0.60

1.00× 1013

Z1/2

Peak 3 3.72× 10-16

Ec ˗ 1.14

9.56× 1012

EH5

Peak 4 2.23× 10-17 Ec ˗ 1.245 6.14× 1012

EH6/7
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6.4.3

Analysis of the Impact of Annealing on Defects Parameters

To observe the effect of annealing, the defect parameters (capture cross section
and density) variation with annealing temperature are plotted for every individual defects.
For the peak # 1 which identified as Ti (c), the activation energy after annealing at
different temperatures up to 800 C lies within Ec - 0.16 ± 0.015 eV which means the
nature of the defect did not change much with annealing. The capture cross section and
defect density related to peak #1 are shown in Figure 6.16 (a) and Figure 6.16 (b),
respectively. The capture cross-section of the defect Ti (c) decreased up to the annealing
temperature of 400 C and remains unchanged for the annealing at higher temperatures.
On the other hand the defect density decreased with the annealing temperature up to 200
C and again increased gradually with the annealing temperature of 800 C, which is the
extent of our present studies.
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Figure 6.16. Defect (Ec - 0.17 eV corresponding to peak #1) parameters variation with
annealing temperature: (a) capture cross-section, and (b) defect density.

Defect parameters variation of most prominent defect Z1/2 of 4H-SiC is located at
Ec - 0.67 eV is shown in Figure 6.17 [120]. The capture cross-section is decreased by
almost an order of magnitude through annealing up to 200 C and remains unchanged till
800 C. The defect density increased with the increase of annealing temperature after
showing an initial small decrease up to 200 C. This small decrease may be due to
migration or out-diffusion of carbon interstitial Ci. After 200 C, dopant nitrogen atoms
occupy the position of carbon atom which produces Ci resulting in an increase of Z1/2.
Eberlein et al. [121] has shown that the formation of Z1/2 is possible through the
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participation of Ci with nitrogen. This has also been supported experimentally by Kimoto
et al. [122] on CVD grown 4H-SiC and by Eberlein et al. [121] through theoretical
modeling. However the variation of density is less than an order of magnitude and shows
a tendency of stability through the isochronal annealing up to 800 C. This stability is
reasonable for a defect of Z1/2 type which is an intrinsic growth defect and can be
increased substantially by irradiation. The observation is consistent with the fact that Z1/2
has a high thermal stability since the growth temperature used in CVD is typically ~ 1600


C [123].

Figure 6.17. Defect Z1/2 (corresponding to peak #2, Ec - 0.67 eV) parameters variation
with annealing temperature: (a) capture cross-section, and (b) defect density.
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The variation of capture cross-section and defect density of EH5 is shown in
Figure 6.18. The capture cross-section of the defect is decreased slightly and remains
unchanged throughout our annealing study. Annealing impact on the defect density of
EH5 showed a decrease up to 200 C and increases with annealing temperature. Negoro et
al. [124] identified a similar defect at 0.95 ± 0.05 eV as RD1/2 and showed that the defect
density increases slightly with the increase of annealing temperature. On the other hand,
Alfieri et al. [123] showed that the defect density located at Ec - 1.03 eV is slightly
decreased with the annealing up to the temperature 600 C and the defect density goes
below the detection limit after annealing at 1300 C. In our studies we found similar
annealing response of defect density for Z1/2 and EH5. This is due to the same origin of
formation of these two defects related to the displacement of carbon from the lattice
structure. Z1/2 is thought to be formed due to carbon interstitials, and EH5 is thought to be
formed due to carbon clustering. Hemmingsson et al. [95] observed EH5 defect in the
samples with a 2.5 MeV electron irradiation for doses higher than 1014 cm-2. But Storasta
et al. [104] did not see this defect when the samples were exposed in low energy
irradiation (250 keV) which is close to the threshold for atomic displacement of carbon.
This also suggests EH5 is related to carbon cluster defects.
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Figure 6.18. Defect EH5 (corresponding to peak #3, Ec - 1.03 eV) parameters variation
with annealing temperature: (a) capture cross-section, and (b) defect density.

In our studies the variation of capture cross-sections and densities of EH6/7 defect
with isochronal annealing do not follow any trend as shown in Figure 6.19. Though the
variation of defects parameters is random but the range of variation is very small, which
suggests the defect is very stable up to a temperature of 800 C. Several groups have
shown that the defect EH6/7 is very stable up to a temperature of 1000 C [123, 124, 105].
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Figure 6.19. Defect EH6/7 (corresponding to peak #4, Ec - 1.6 eV) parameters variation
with annealing temperature: (a) capture cross-section, and (b) defect density.

6.5

CONCLUSION

Isochronal annealing studies are carried out in the temperature range from 100 ˚C
to 800 ˚C on 50 μm n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers. Defect levels have been investigated
and characterized thoroughly on as-fabricated and isochronal annealed Schottky diodes
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through deep level transient spectroscopy. Four different defect levels located at Ec - 0.17
eV, Ec - 0.67 eV, Ec - 1.03 eV, and Ec - 1.6 eV are identified as Ti (c), Z1/2, EH5, and
EH6/7, respectively. The capture cross-section of the shallow defect level Ec ˗ 0.17 eV for
Ti (c) was reduced with increasing annealing temperature while the defect density was
not changed significantly. Similar annealing behavior of Z1/2 and EH5 were correlated
very well with these defect levels having the same origin of formation. Z1/2 is related to
carbon interstitial, and EH5 is related to carbon cluster. The defect parameters of EH6/7
changed randomly within a small range up to the upper annealing temperature range of
800 ˚C. The most common two intrinsic deep level defects Z1/2 and EH6/7 were found to
be stable up to the limit of our experiment of 800 ˚C.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK

7.1

CONCLUSION

This dissertation is focused on the investigation the deep level defects of 4H-SiC
epitaxial layers. A comprehensive study on the fabrication and characterization of 4HSiC radiation detector has been performed. The characterization techniques are based on
electrical measurements which include current - voltage and capacitance - voltage studies
to know electrical behavior of the devices, spectroscopic measurements to see the alpha
response, DLTS measurements to detect deep level defects, and isochronal annealing to
observe the impact of annealing on defects.

Radiation detectors based on Schottky diodes are fabricated on high quality 20
µm and 50 µm thick n-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers. The epitaxial layers were grown by
chemical vapor deposition on 4H-SiC (0001) n-type substrates. The properties of the
fabricated Schottky barriers are determined by current-voltage (I-V) and capacitancevoltage (C-V) measurements. The high barrier height (of the order of 1.6 eV, was
calculated by using a thermionic emission model) of the Schottky devices offered very
low leakage current (of the order of few pA) at the reverse bias of ~-100 V. Due to this
good Schottky behavior and low leakage current, the fabricated detectors are found to be
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very suitable for radiation detectors. Alpha spectroscopic measurements of the fabricated
detectors are performed by using a

241

Am radiation source and the percentage energy

resolution of the detectors was found to be in the range of 0.29 % - 1.8 % for 5486 keV
alpha particle peak.

Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) studies were conducted in the
temperature range of 80 K - 800 K to investigate the deep level defects. Types of
identified defects and defect parameters are varied widely from the detector to detector.
In all of the detectors fabricated on 20 µm thick epitaxial layers, deep level defects Z1/2
located at Ec - 0.6 eV, Ci1 located at Ec - 1.3 eV, and EH6/7 located at Ec - 1.6 eV are
found by the DLTS measurements. Among them two defect levels (electron traps) Z1/2
and EH6/7 which are related to carbon vacancies and their complexes mostly affected the
detector resolution. Defect level observed at Ec - 1.3 eV is found not to affect the
detectors performance. For the case of 50 µm epitaxial layer the detected defects are
identified as Ti(c) at Ec – 0.13 eV, Ti (c) at Ec – 0.17 eV, Z1/2 at Ec - 0.67 eV, EH5 at Ec 1.04 eV, Ci1 at Ec - 1.3 eV, and a newly detected deep level at Ec - 2.4 eV. Deep level
defect located at Ec - 2.4 eV is identified for the first time. Along with Z1/2 and EH5, the
newly identified defect at Ec - 2.4 eV mostly affected the detector resolution fabricated on
50 µm 4H-SiC epitaxial layers.

To investigate the annealing behavior of deep level defects, isochronal annealing
studies were carried out in the temperature range 100 ˚C to 800 ˚C on 50 μm n-type 4HSiC epitaxial layers. Four different defects Ti (c) located at Ec - 0.17 eV, Z1/2 located at Ec
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- 0.67 eV, EH5 located at Ec - 1.03 eV, and EH6/7 located at Ec - 1.6 eV are responded
differently to the annealing studies. Capture cross sections and densities of every
individual defects are plotted to see the impact of annealing. The capture cross-section of
the shallow defect level Ec ˗ 0.17 eV for Ti (c) was reduced with increasing annealing
temperature while the defect density was not changed significantly. Similar annealing
behavior of Z1/2 and EH5 were correlated very well with the understanding of these defect
levels having the same origin of formation. Z1/2 is related to carbon interstitial, and EH5 is
related to carbon cluster. The defect parameters of EH6/7 changed randomly within a
small range up to the upper annealing temperature range of 800 ˚C in this study. The
most common two intrinsic deep level defects Z1/2 and EH6/7 were found to be stable up
to the limit of our experiment of 800 ˚C.

7.2

FUTURE WORK

Due to high band-gap and good crystallinity, 4H-SiC epitaxial layer is an
excellent material for fabrication of alpha particle detectors. The resolutions of Schottky
barrier based detectors are found to be limited by the deep level defects present within the
4H-SiC epitaxial layers. To improve the detector performance and minimize the defects’
role, the following suggestions for future research work have emerged from the present
investigations:



Surface passivation prior to detector fabrication can be applied to improve
the radiation detector performance. It is likely that both the reverse
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leakage current and energy resolution can be improved by eliminating
surface and interface states through passivation. Dielectric layer grown by
PECVD or MOCVD such as silicon dioxide (SiO2), silicon nitride (Si3N4),
and Si-O-N are the most suitable materials for passivation.



In this work nickel is used for Schottky barrier fabrication. Detector
fabrication with high work function metals such as ruthenium, palladium,
and platinum may improve the Schottky barrier properties. It is expected
that these high work function metals will reduce the leakage current and
will minimize the deep level effects to hence improve the detector
performance.



After delineating the microscopic defects on the epitaxial layers, the
Schottky barrier based devices can be fabricated on different location on
the epitaxial surfaces. Correlation of the deep level defects with
microscopic defects can be carried out through DLTS measurements on
the Schottky devices fabricated in the region with microscopic defect and
in the defect free region.



Various thicknesses (other than 20 µm and 50 µm) of 4H-SiC epitaxial
layers can be used to fabricate the Schottky barrier to see the improvement
on detector resolution. DLTS measurements can be used to investigate the
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deep centers in different thick epitaxial layers and the impact of deep
centers on the high energy detector performance.



Detailed theoretical studies by DFT (Density Functional Theory) and abinitio calculations may be interesting to investigate the microstructure of
newly identified deep level defects located far below from the conduction
band (Ec - 2.4 eV).
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